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Ukrainian American Veterans hold
annual convention, elect Kobryn
by Walter Bodnar
BRIDGEWATER, N.J. — The 39th
annual convention of the Ukrainian
American Veterans was held here at the
Holiday Inn on June 20-22. A telegram
from President Ronald Reagan was
read to the assembled delegates representing 10 veterans posts.
Retiring commander Joseph Brega
from Post 19 in Spring Valley, N.J.,
turned over the gavel to newly elected
commander Atanas T. Kobryn from
Post 7 in New York.
Filling out the rest of the executive
board roster are: Senior Vice-Commander Dmytro Bykovetz, Post 4, Philadelphia; Junior Vice-Commander Joseph
Elnick, Post 101, Warren, Mich.; Finance Officer Harold Bochonko, Post
7, New York; Judge Advocate Bohdan
Bezkorowajny, Post 7, New York;
Quartermaster Jaroslaw Fedoryczuk,
Post 18, Philadelphia; Chaplain Michael Wengryn, Post 17, Passaic, N.J.;
Historian Ted Dusanenko, Post 19,
Spring Valley, N.Y.; Service Officer
Harry Polche, Post 7, New York; and
Welfare Officer Roman Bednarsky,
Post 18, Philadelphia.
Prayers were recited by National
Chaplain Michael Wengryn, and a
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JERSEY CITY, N.J. — Feodor
Fedorenko, the first person extradited
moment of silence was held for deceased from the United States to the Soviet
veterans from all posts and also for the Union as a suspected war criminal, was
recently departed Past National Com- founded guilty of treason and mass
mander Stephen Shegda from Post 4 in murder by a Soviet court in Symferopil,
Philadelphia and for Ihor Olshaniwsky Crimea, in the Ukrainian SSR. The
conviction came on June 19.
from Post 6 in Newark, N.J.
Mr. Fedorenko, 78, was sentenced to
The national officers presented their
reports on various aspects of their death; the execution date was not
announced.
He had served as a guard at
yearly activities; questions and comments came from the delegates. In addi- the Treblinka death camp in Germantion, convention committee reports occupied Poland in 1942-43.
The trial was held June 10 to 19.
were given by the credentials, nominating, finance, welfare, auditing, ways and Several Soviets who also served as Nazi
means, membership, rituals, constitu- camp guards during World War II
testified against Mr. Fedorenko, action, and resolutions committees.
cording to wire service reports citing
TASS, the Soviet news agency.
Korean, Vietnam vets
At least three witnesses said they had
There was a call for more vigorous seen Mr. Fedorenko beating Jews as
they
walked naked toward the gas
action in recruiting new posts and
members, with an emphasis on solicit- chambers. Another said he had seen
ing the Korean and Vietnam veterans. Mr. Fedorenko shoot camp prisoners.
Mr. Fedorenko said he only guarded
Those interested in getting further
membership details from around the the camp entrance and that he neither
saw
nor participated in violence or
country were encouraged to write to the
UAV National Headquarters, 2 E. 79th murder. "I have never struck a person in
my life," he told the court on the first
St., New York, N.Y. 10021.
A survey or census of all Ukrainian day of the trial, according to the
American veterans in the U.S. was Associated Press.
TASS said that the defendant was
discussed as was the proposal of enhancing the word "Ukrainian" on found guilty of treason, voluntary
transfer to the Nazi side in World War
(Continued on page 4)
II and participation in mass murder of
foreign citizens. Mr. Fedorenko was a
Red Army soldier captured soon after
the Nazis invaded the Soviet Union in
1941.

Ukrainians among Vietnam veterans
"welcomed home" in Chicago parade
At 8 a.m. the Vietnam vets gathered in Olive Park near the Navy
CHICAGO — More than 200,000 Pier to join their comrades in their
Vietnam veterans marched on Fri- respective units. Those who could
day, June 13, through the downtown not find their units joined the thoustreets of Chicago to honor the men sands who came this day by marchand women who served in the armed ing with any military unit.
Two of the Vietnam veterans who
forces during that war, and to remember the servicemen who were marched were Chicago Ukrainians
killed or are still listed as missing in Walter Dudycz and I, his brother.
(Continued on page 4)
action.
by Peter Dudycz

Peter (left} and Walter Dudycz march in the "welcome home" psrade for
Vietnam veterans with the Ukrainian arsd American flags.
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Bishop Greschuk
named
eparch
tor
Edmonton
EDMONTON — Pope John Paul II
recently nominated the Rev. Demetrius
Martin Greschuk, current apostolic
administrator of the Edmonton Eparchy as the new eparch of Edmonton,
filling the vacancy left after the untimely
death of Bishop Neil Savaryn in January, reported L'Osservatore Romano.
The 62-year-old native Albertan
entered a Toronto seminary after finishing high school and was ordained a
Ukrainian Catholic priest by the late
Bishop Savaryn on June 11, 1950. He
served as pastor in Edmonton in 1950: 9б;` and later in Calgary in 1968-1974,
whei4 he founded St. Stephan's parish.
Co October 2, 1974, the Rev. Gresciv; was consecrated Auxiliary Bishop
of u;e Edmonton Eparchy. Ten years
later, on March 19, 1984,, Pope John
Paul II appointed Bishop Greschuk
apostolic administrator for the Eparchy
of Edmonton.
The official nomination fcr the new
Edmonton eparch had been signed by
the pontiff on April 28.

The indictment read at the opening of
the trial stated that Mr. Fedorenko had
served as a camp guard at Treblinka and
two other Nazi camps, Stutthof and
Belzec, and that he fled to Hamburg,
Germany, before the war ended.
Western news accounts of the Fedorenko trial in Symferopil were based on
Soviet sources, as no Western correspondents were at the trial. The New
York Times and the Associated Press
both based their accounts largely on
TASS reports.
The New York Times noted in its
story that the proceedings were shown
on local television and reported in the
national press of the Soviet Union.
Moscow correspondent Serge Schmemann of the Times also pointed out
that the Soviet press had stressed that
Mr. Fedorenko was the only suspected
war criminal deported by the United
States to the Soviet Union despite
Soviet requests for the extradition of
others.
The Fedorenko case was presided
over by Judge Mykhailo Imtynnyk of
the Crimean Oblast Court sitting in a
temporary courtroom set up at a
workers' recreation hall in Symferopil.
Mr. Fedorenko entered the United
States in 1949 and became a citizen in
1970. He was stripped of his citizenship
in 1979 after it was ruled that the
citizenship had been obtained fraudulently when Mr. Fedorenko had concealed his service as a camp guard.
Mr. Fedorenko took his seven-year
legal battle all the way to the Supreme
(Continued on page 4)
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seeks release of Shukhevych
Postcards promoted collectivization, D'Amato
WASHINGTON — Concerned over Sen. D'Amato, who is chairman of the
the continued detention of Yuriy Helsinki Commission, recalled the
reports philatelic society journal
Shukhevych, a Ukrainian human-rights plight of Mr. Shukhevych, his conSTATE COLLEGE, Pa. — As the
Soviets pushed for greater industrialization of the USSR from 1929 to
1932, they forced the peasantry to
join collective farms.
According to William Moskoff, a
professor of economics at Lake
Forest College in Illinois, the authorities decided one of the best ways for
them to encourage collectivization
was through the mail.
" D u r i n g this p e r i o d , " Prof.
Moskoff wrote in a recently published
article in The American Philatelist
"the Soviet government produced a
large number of postal cards that
translated and promoted the principles and policies of the government
in several areas of Soviet rural life. In
the truest sense of the word, these
cards played a propaganda role in
furthering the economic, political
and social goals of collectivation...
and the consequences, of this dramatic restructuring of rural life."
In his article, titled "The Case of
th? Collectivization of Soviet Agriculture," Prof. Moskoff gave many
historical details of how collectivization was accomplished and what type
of role these postcards played in
making collectivization a reality.
One of Stalin's major goals throughout the 1920s, Prof. Moskoff wrote,
was to get rid of the kulaks, those
farmers which Were presumably
better off than others. More and
Г.more peasants fell into this category#
JL $ и п п ! '{{fm penocl ^ f iudekulatuza-'.
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collective farms were harassed and
given such high quotas that when
they could not meet them, their farms
and land were taken away.
"It is clear that dekulakization of
the countryside went hand in hand
with forced collectivization," Prof.
Moskoff theorized. And what makes
this period interesting he said, are the
postcards which y^ete circulated, that
^ujjpbrt this statement In his article,
he gave several examples.
"A large tractor is shown bearing
down on a fleeing peasant, who
appears to be carrying the sum total
of his worldly goods out of the
village," Prof. Moskoff wrote, describing one of the cards. "This 1931
card bears a statement that is unequivocal about the political goals of
collectivization: "The successful
carrying out of the spring sowing
can lead to the wholesale collectivi-

zation of agriculture and the complete elimination of the kulak as a
class!"
Another card reads, "Kulak, speculator, disenfranchised citizen,
wrecker get out of the industrial
cooperative artel (enterprise)!"
The cards played on three themes,
Prof. Moskoff wrotes: political,
economic and educational. While
none of the cards could be categorized neatly into one subject, they
did, nonetheless, reflect the concerns
of the party and in the countryside
during this period.
"The economic theme is overwhelmingly concerned with increasing
agricultural output," Prof. Moskoff
noted. He then cited an example of a
card which reflects political and
economic themes: "All forces for the
sowing campaign, for the expansion
of sown area, for drawing in new
millions of poor and middle peasants
into collective farms."
The theme of working for the good
of all is also underlined, Prof. Moskoff stated as shown in this 1930
card: "He who does not repay loans
from the agricultural trade credit
association on time is an enemy of
the five-year plan and the socialist
reconstruction of agriculture."
Stalin's most obvious concern was
for the expansion of output during
this period, Prof. Moskoff pointed
out. But there is also an emphasis on
recruiting the peasants into "the new
modeVof agncultural organization."
This was needed, quite simply, because the peasants weren't willing to
give up what was their's. In 1930 he
states, only 24 percent of the peasant
households and 30 percent of the
country's corps were collectivized.
But by 1935, 83 percent of the peasant households were collectivized,
along with 94 percent of the country's
crop area.
Prof. Moskoff said that during this
five-year period, however, the state
underwent many hardships. The
peasants, rather than give their
livestock to the state, would kill it. By
1932, the number of cattle had
dropped by one-third compared with
pre-collectivization levels. As cornpared with 1929, sheep and goat
herds were one-third of the previous
size and the number of horses and
pigs dropped by nearly 50 percent.
The slaughter continued until 1933,
(Continued on page 13)

N.Y. Legislature passes Chornobyl resolution
ALBANY, N.Y. — The New York
State Legislature has passed a resolution calling on President Ronald Reagan and the United States Congress to
make available to the International Red
Cross surplus government food supplies
to be distributed to those people in
Ukraine affected by the Chornobyl
nuclear disaster. The bill was introduced by state assembly member Thomas F. Barraga. It was endorsed by 43
members of the assembly and passed
unanimously on June 2, 1986.
The resolution states that "it is
imperative that the United States do all
within its power to help the Ukrainian
people at this time of compelling need."
ТЋе resolution states that the Soviet
leadership knowingly kept the extent of
the nuclear disaster hidden, thus deliberately endangering the lives of the
Ukrainian people. Additionally, it
underestimated the threat of nuclear

radiation.
"For those who will not learn from
the lessons of history, there is no hope;
their end is, most assuredly, assigned;
the world which they seek to undo is
irrevocably anchored in the heroism of
the Ukrainian people; this is the source
of Ukrainian resistance to the reactionary forces of oppression, the
innate love of country and the unquenchable yearning to be free, a determination so indigenous to those traditions of
religious and cultural identification
which define the Ukrainian Heritage."
The resolution came to be largely
through the efforts of the Polish American Congress, Central District of New
York State, and the Ukrainian community in Albany. Ukrainians of other
communities are encouraged to lobby
their state assemblies for passage of a
similar humanitarian resolution, said
New York state activist Alia Heretz.

activist who has spent 34 of his 52 years
in prison, labor camps or in internal
exile, Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (RN. Y.) has sent a personal plea to Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev urging the
release of the human-rights activist.
In a corresponding letter to his
colleagues in the Senate, which was cosigned by Sen. Dennis DeConcini (DAriz), Sen. D'Amato requested that his
fellow senators join him in calling for
Mr. Shukhevych's release.
"As members of the Helsinki Cornmission, we urge you to demonstrate
your concern over the plight of Yuriy
Shukhevych by joining our appeal to
General Secretary Gorbachev," Sen.
D'Amato asked of his Senate colleagues.
In the letter to the General Secretary,

Yuriy Shukhevych

tinued deprivation, and his continued
meaningless detention. Noting "the
importance of resolving humanitarian
causes in the spirit of cooperation," Sen.
D'Amato asked that Mr. Shukhevych's
case be reviewed "and that he be
released from internal exile."
Mr. Shukhevych was first arrested in
1948, because he refused to renounce his
father, a leader of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army. Since then, he has beer
rearrested several times on contrive
charges, having spent more than three
decades under one form of severe
punishment or another.
Today, forced to live in a remote
region of Siberia, Mr. Shukhevych is
nearly blind, having undergone іщsuccessful eye surgery, and is suffering
from ulcers, heart disease and other
chronic ailments brought about by his
many years of confinement.
"Beaten and maimed by his captors
for over three decades, Yuriy Shukhevych's refusal to denounce his
father's noble cause has served as an
inspiration to all of us who cherish
freedom," stated Sen. D'Amato. "His
will to fight has served as a call to all
Americans to stand up and urge his
release."
_
According tcTSen. D'Amato, "Article
100 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
provides for the early release of prisoners who are seriously ill. There is no
reason for the Soviet authorities to
detain Shukhevych for even one more
day."
In January 1979, while Mr. Shukhevych was still in prison, he became a
member of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Monitoring Group, a volunteer group
established by fellow human-rights
activists to promote compliance with
the Helsinki Final Act.

Bonner memoirs to be published
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — The memoirs
of Yelena Bonner, wife of Soviet physicist Dr. Andrei Sakharov, will be
published simultaneously in the United
States and seven Western countries in
the fall.
The book, which was written during
Ms. Bonner's six-month visit to the U.S.
for medical treatment, will describe the
Sakharovs' life in Gorky, the city to
which the couple was exiled. It will also
talk about Ms. Bonner's trip to the
West.

Glcrainian Weetl)

Yet untitled, the book is being translated from Russian by Alexander Cook
and will be edited by Ashbel Green, who
edited Arkady Shevchenko's "Breaking
with Moscow."
It will be published in October by
Alfred A. Knopf. The company has
world rights to the book, and has
arranged for it to be published at the
same time in Britain, France, West
Germany, Italy, Denmark, Norway and
Sweden. Royalties for the book "will be
(Continued on page 15)
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Press review

Los Angeles Times series
questions use of Soviet evidence
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — A recent
two-part series in the Los Angeles
Times discussed concerns expressed
by the American Bar Association,
U.S. courts and leaders of various
ethnic communities as to the believability of Soviet-supplied evidence
used in denaturalization and deportation proceedings against suspected
war criminals living in the United
States. Much of the evidence supplied
by the USSR has been used by the
Justice Department's Office of Special Investigations, set up six years
ago to search out suspected war
criminals living in this country and
then persuade U.S. courts to strip
them of U.S. citizenship and deport
them.
The OS I was created during a time
of tense relations between the Soviet
Union and the U.S., resulting from
the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, reporter Robert Gillette wrote in
the series. In January 1980 during
"three days of amicable talks," he
wrote, "the Justice Department
reached an agreement with Alexander M. Rekunkov, now the Soviet
Union's highest legal officer. The
agreement called for Moscow to
assist the United States in prosecuting Soviet refugees who had fled at
the end of World War II and who
were now, as naturalized Americans,
suspected of murdering or persecuting civilians during the Nazi occupation.
"Under terms set largely by the
Soviet side, Soviet judicial authorities agreed to supply documents and
eyewitness testimony to the Justice
Department's newly created Office of
Special Investigations," he wrote.
No written agreement exists
between the United States and the
Soviet Union spelling out the terms
of their venture, only an oral one,
Mr. Gillette reported.
East Europeans protest
"Ethnic organizations of Baltic
and Ukrainian nationalities, joined
by some conservative political
groups, have bitterly protested the
use of Soviet evidence, condemning
it as inherently untrustworthy," Mr.
Gillette wrote. The American Bar
Association has also voiced its concern with Soviet evidence playing
such a large role in deportation cases,
with little corroborating evidence
from other sources.
The OSI, supported by the American Jewish community, has dismissed the criticisms as "reflexive
anti-communism tinged with antiSemitism and motivated by a thinly
veiled desire to protect war criminals," wrote Mr. Gillette.
In a 40-page report published last
June defending the OSI, the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith
wrote, "No American judge has
concluded that any documentary
evidence obtained from the Soviet
Union was fabricated...nor has any
witness made available by the Soviet
Union been found to have lied in
connection with his or her testimony."
Courts speak out
In the past three years, however,
federal judges and defense lawyers

have had serious misgivings about
using Soviet evidence, especially
witnesses, in American courts. While
American courts have generally
accepted the evidence, noted Mr.
Gillette, in at least four cases, judges
have rejected Soviet testimony entirely, or in part, because the evidence was "seemingly coerced or
invented" or for other reasons "not
worthy of belief," according to one
appellate opinion.
The American Bar Association has
considered a recommendation to
conduct a study of questions raised
by using Soviet-supplied evidence.
So far, Mr. Gillette reported, no
action has been taken on that proposal. The question is not so much the
complexity of using evidence, but
using evidence which has been selectively supplied by the KGB to the
Justice Department.
This point is exemplified, Mr.
Gillette reported, by a recent memo
which has circulated in the ABA's
committee on law and national
security.
"Is the evidence made available by
the Soviet Union reliable, and does
the getting and use of such evidence
conform to due process standards?"
While no recommendations were
drawn, the ABA recommends the
questions raised be taken up by a
blue-ribbon panel, Mr. Gillette reported.
Mr. Gillette wrote that critics of
the OSI have said the Soviet goal is
two-fold. Not only is their aim to
bring war criminals to justice, but to
also brand predominantly anti-Communist ethnic communities abroad
as Nazis and discredit them in the
eyes of Soviet citizens.
While few authorities say all of the
evidence supplied by the Soviets is
tainted, they do say there is a need to
distinguish between evidence that is
genuine, or simply invented, or
selected from archives which may
omit other pieces of evidence that
could mitigate or defend the accused.
This, however, has not been easy,
reported Mr. Gillette. The Soviets
have consistently forbidden OSI
prosecutors and defense attorneys to
search archives for other evidence.
Courts and lawyers have stated that
this almost guarantees that an individual will not have a fair trial. Also,
the Soviets restrict access to the
witnesses. Since 1980 more than 100
Soviet witnesses have given testimony. Wrote Mr. Gillette:
"Their testimony is videotaped for
use in American courts. U.S. defense
lawyers have the right to crossexamine the witnesses, and OSI will
even pay the lawyers' travel expenses
to the Soviet Union. But, in all cases,
Soviet prosecutors supervise the
taking of depositions, frequently
seek to restrict cross-examinations
and often urge the witnesses to
adhere to written summaries of
'protocols' of their earlier interrogations by the KGB."
Mr. Gillette also pointed out:
"Often, captured German documents
supplied by the Soviets show that
defendants worked for a local, German-controlled police force, for
example, but fall short of showing
that they actually took part in persecuting civilians. Witnesses are then
produced to link them to atrocities."
(Continued on page 14)
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Kinsolving calls Times response
``а cleverly crafted copout"
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — The controversy continued this month over
charges of a New York Times cover-up
of the 1932-33 man-made famine in
Ukraine when a syndicated radio talk
show host expressed dissatisfaction
with the response he received in a letter
from Times publisher Arthur Ochs
Sulzberger.
Mr. Sulzberger "has written the most
cleverly crafted copout of the late 20th
century," charged Lester Kinsolving
during his June 1 broadcast on WORFM.
In his response to allegations of a
deliberate cover-up by former Moscow
correspondent Walter Duranty of the
Soviet-induced famine that claimed
some 7 million lives, Mr. Sulzberger
defended the coverage that earned the
Times a Pulitzer as "our best contemporary effort."
When Mr. Kinsolving, a Times shareholder, first brought up allegations of a
cover-up at the annual shareholders
meeting in April, Mr. Sulzberger expressed a willingness to investigate the
matter. In his May 19 letter, however,
Mr. Sulzberger wrote that the Times
could not return Mr. Duranty's Pulitzer '

Prize because "I am neither equipped
nor entitled to second-guess at this date"
why his contemporary Pulitzer jurors
thought him worthy of a prize.
"Newspapers are chroniclers of current affairs, as another publisher remarked, the first rough-cut at history,"
wrote Mr. Sulzberger. "They're not
history, which almost always improves
upon their reports and endlessly amends
and corrects the record of human experience. Neither are they a final record
of truth. Only of events, facts, opinions,
and contentions as perceived in a single
moment in time. We never pretend to be
anything more."
During his radio program, Mr.
Kinsolving criticized this response as a
copout and said that it was in Mr.
Sulzberger's power as publisher to
correct the massive error by publishing
a correction in the pages of The New
York Times, "preferably on page one."
Mr. Kinsolving also suggested that
the Times "emulate the Washington
Post in the Janet Cooke case," when the
Post returned the Pulitzer awarded Ms.
Cooke after learning she had fabricated
her winning story.
(Continued on page 15)

Ryan reiterates: 10,000
war
criminals in U.S.
JERUSALEM — Allan Ryan, for- Nazi collaborators legally immigrated
mer chief of the U.S. Justice Department's Office of Special Investigations
(OSI), reiterated his longtime position
here on May 20 that the United States is
harboring some 10,000 Nazi war criminals, including Ukrainians, Rumanians,
Latvians and Lithuanians, who immigrated after World War II, reported the
Jerusalem Post.

to the United States under a 1949 law
providing for the immigration of
400,000 displaced persons, which almost seemed to discriminate against
Jews,
"All you needed to get ipto the U.S.
was the ability to lie," he said. "If you
had been a concentration camp guard,
you said you had been a farmer or a
"The U.S. is today one of the chief prisoner of war. The immigration
sanctuaries of Nazi war criminals. The service motto seemed to be: If in doubt,
let them in."
suspects number not in the hundreds,
"I take 10,000 to be a conservative
but in the thousands, and it will take at
estimate
of Nazi war criminals living in
least 10 years to ferret them out," Mr.
the U.S. today," Mr. Ryan was quoted
Ryan said.
assaying.
The former OSI chief was in Israel
Currently serving as legal counsel to
last month as a guest of the B'nai Brith Harvard University, Mr, Ryan said that
Anti-Defamation League, lecturing on the United States had no jurisdiction
the OSI at the Hebrew Union College. concerning crimes committed in foreign
He said that after the war, Ukrainian, countries 35 and more years ago, and
Latvian, Rumanian and Lithuanian therefore, the only way to prosecute war
criminals was to denaturalize and
deport them if they were found guilty of
lying on their visa application.
The OSI has won 20 out of 21 cases,
although only after appeals taking five
to seven years. "What we see now, as in
the case of Ivan Demjanjuk, are the
early cases of 1979-1980. Demjanjuk's
PRUDENTOPOLIS, Brazil — The case went through seven appeals courts,"
unveiling and dedication of Brazil's first Mr. Ryan said. He declined to comment
monument to Ukrainian bard Taras on the Demjanjuk case because it is sub
Shevchenko has been set for Sunday, judice.
August 10, on the Ukraina plaza here,
However, in his 1984 book, "Quiet
according to a recent announcement by Neighbors: Prosecuting Nazi War Crithe Taras Shevchenko monument com- minals in America," Mr. Ryan devotes
mittee, chaired by Volodymyr Zhyryj. an entire chapter to Mr. Demjanjuk.
A 10 a.m. divine liturgy in St. JosaThe author said that war criminals rephat's Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral, ceive extensive financial and moral
featuring the Vesnivka choir of To- support from their Ukrainian, Rumaronto, Canada, will commence the day's nian, Latvian or Lithuanian ethnic
events in honor of Ukraine's poet groups, who are extremely close-knit
laureate. The liturgy will be broadcast and defensive. When one of their
over the local radio program, "Radio members is investigated by the OSI,
Esperanza."
they feel that "the U.S. is after us."
Immediately following the liturgy a
He said that while the Ukrainian
luncheon will be served for all the group leaders say in their Englishguests. The statue will be officially language publications, that they do not
unveiled and dedicated at an afternoon oppose prosecution they say differently
ceremony, which will once again feature in their Ukrainian periodicals.
a concert by the Vesnivka chorus.
The OSI has investigated well over
The Shevchenko statue is the creation 1,000 cases, with many of the suspects
of sculptor Leo Мої (Leo Molodo- being cleared, and many not even aware
zhanyn).
they had been under scrutiny.

Shevchenko statue
to be dedicated
in Brazil
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Ukrainians among...
(Continued from page 1)
Walter, an Illinois state senator, was
stationed in Vietnam from 1969 to
1970. I served in Vietnam from 1970
to 1971.
When asked by the press what this
day meant to him, Walter replied,
"Today we honor the men and women who served in Vietnam without
distinction or civilian occupation.
Today we are all brothers." Sen.
Dudycz remarked that the "welcome
home" parade for Vietnam vets was
due solely to the efforts of the
Vietnam Vets of America.
In the parade I carried two flags.
One American and the other Ukrainian. When asked by the members of
the Chicago-Northwest Chapter No.
209 of the Vietnam Veterans of
America as to what the blue and
yellow flag stood for I replied that
this was my way of paying tribute to
the Vietnam veterans of Ukrainian
descent who died in the war. The vets
welcomed us to march with them.
They asked that I hold the flags up
high.
The parade began at 10 a.m. with
retired Gen. William Westmoreland,
acting grand marshall, leading his
former troops through downtown
Chicago to the reviewing stand on
LaSalle Street. There he joined
Chicago Mayor Harold Washington,
Illinois Gov. James Thompson and
other dignitaries in reviewing the
parade.
As we marched through the streets
of Chicago onlookers cheered and
wayed banners and signs saying,
"Welcome Home Vietnam Vets."
and "We love you Vietnam Vets."
There was a brief moment, as the
event was televised by Channel 2,

when I was seen carrying the American and Ukrainian flags in the parade.
Some spectators recognized the
Ukrainian flag that I was carrying
and ran up to Walter and me, and
embraced us, thanking us for remembering the Vietnam vets of
Ukrainian descent. "Thank you for
not forgetting Ukrainian-Americans," they said.
The parade attracted 500,000
people who lined the streets of
Chicago to welcome home the Vietnam vets. The parade, the destination of which was Grant Park, lasted
for over four and one-half hours.
In Grant Park stood a traveling
replica of the Vietnam War Memorial that is located in Washington.
Vietnam vets gathered here after
their march to pay respects to the
dead and missing in action. I laid the
flags that I had carried in the parade,
and Walter and I said a prayer for
those who had not made it back. This
was an emotional moment for us
which we shared with the other
Vietnam vets who were there. I will
never forget it.
During the day a concert was held
at the Petrillo Band Shell in Grant
Park. Later that evening Walter
and I went to a reception held at the
Americana Hotel where we met
Vietnam vets from other units.
The next day, at 3 p.m. in Daley
Center of Downtown Chicago, a
memorial service was held for those
who died in the war and those still
missing in action.
The "welcome home" parade,
although 11 years late, was still very
welcome. The parade will be remembered as one that helped heal
old wounds and instill pride and
respect for the fighting men who
served in Vietnam.
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Chornobyl plant in Ukraine. To conelude the program, the Rev. Raphael
Turkaniak from the St. Nicholas Ukrai(Continued from page 1)
emblems and uniforms, sale of veterans nian Catholic Church in Passaic, N.J.,
emblems and articles of clothing, incor- gave the benediction. He had also
poration documents, aid to needy rendered the invocation, at which time
veterans, and resolutions of commenda- the U.S. and Ukrainian anthems were
tion from state and municipal legislative sung.
Convention chairman Eugene Sagasz
bodies.
thanked the members of the convention
Resolutions chairman Edward Zetick
committee and Post 17, hosts for the
from Post 4, Philadelphia, presented
convention, and the approximately 150
convention resolutions that were to be
people who attended the banquet.
sent to the executive and legislative
branches of the U.S. government and
New UAV commander
also to act as a guide to the U AV for the
coming year.
The resolutions expressed the UAV
consensus lor the U.S. to uphold the
principles of freedom — including
aspirations for Ukrainian independence
— to maintain a strong national defense; to deny high technology to our
country's enemies, to press for national,
religious and human rights in Ukraine;
to join Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine to press for passage of House
Coiicui rent Resolution 322 sponsored
by Reps. Gus Yatron (D-Pa.) and
William Broomfield (R-Mich.) dealing
with the 10th anniversary of the Ukrainian Helsinki Monitoring Group; to
seek avenues of aid to the Chornobyl
Atanas Kobryn
victims; to assist in furthering the work
Atanas T. Korbryn of Eltingville,
of the U.S. Commission on the Ukraine
Staten Island, is a Korean War
Famine; to press for a vigorous investiveteran. He held the junior vicegation of the Medvid affair in the
commander's position for the past
Congressional Helsinki Commission; to
two years. He is a member of Post 7,
request an investigation and accounting
Ukrainian American Veterans in
of how taxpayers' money is being spent
New York City. He is also a member
by the Office of Special Investigations
and
immediate past post commander
(OSI); to include more budgetary items
of Pvt. Nicholas Minue Post 1260 of
for Veterans Administration hospitals
the American Legion in New York
and services; to raise the Veterans
City. In addition, he belongs to
Administration to cabinet-level status;
Branch 430 of the Ukrainian Naand to strengthen the search for MI As
tional
Association.
(missing in action) in Vietnam.
In addition to the above, he is a
member of Kiwanis Club of Staten
Ladies Auxiliary
Island, N.Y.; Association of Mental
Health Administrators; and several
The installation of officers took place
other civic, fraternal and social
at the banquet at the Ukrainian-owned
organizations.
He has been married
Holiday Inn. In addition to the UAV
to Kateryna (nee Osadciw) since July
- officers, the following officers of the
12, 1952. Mr. 8c Mrs. Kobryn are
UAV National Ladies Auxiliary were
proud parents of four children and
installed: Pauline Pender, president;
two grandchildren.
Ann Bezkorowajny, senior vice-presiMr. Kobryn has been employed
dent; Mary Halchak, junior vice-presisince February 26, 1976, as business
dent; Olga Lupa, secretary; Harriett
officer
(chief administrative and
Dusanenko, treasurer; Olga Pope,
fiscal officer) of Staten Island Devejudge advocate; Maria Maik, chaplain;
lopment Center, formerly known as
Rena Sagasz, service officer; Jean
Willowbrook State School. He has a
Elnick, sergeant-at-arms; Rosalie Polbachelor of science in management
che, historian.
from
the University of Buffalo and a
' The immediate past president, Olga
master
of arts degree in education
Wengryn, turned over her duties to the
administration from Niagara Uninew president and received a plaque for
versity.
her,dedicated services during her twoyear reign.
Main speaker of the evening was
Major Leonid Kondratiuk from the
(Continued from page 1)
Historical' Services Branch of the National Guard in Washington, who Court. In 1981 the court upheld his
enumerated the heroic efforts of Ukrai- denaturalization and in December
nian American servicemen in combat
1984, it declined to halt his deportation
during World War I, World War II, the to the Soviet Union.
Korean War and the Vietnam War.
Mr. Fedorenko had visited the Soviet
Included were recipients of the Medal of
Union three times during the 1970s to
Honor, Distinguished Service Cross, see his wife and two sons, and during a
Silver Star and other awards. The
1973 visit he had been interrogated by
thoroughness of his research and the Soviet officials. Mr. Fedorenko had
pride that was instilled ђу his research- told the U.S. District Court for the
ing the active participation of Ukrai- Southern District of Florida that the
nian Americans in combat for the Soviet investigation had cleared him of
United States resulted in a standing any wrongdoing.
ovation.
Mr. Fedorenko, a factory worker
from Danbury, Conn., who later retired
to Florida and then moved to PhiladelBronze Star presentation
phia, was virtually unknown in the
Major Kondratiuk pinned a Bronze Ukrainian American community. Many
Star medal on Past UAV Commander community observers have expressed
Bohdan Bezkorowajny for his extraor- puzzlement regarding Mr. Fedorenko's
dinary heroism on June 6, 1944, in the past, his visits to the Soviet Union, and
his selection of the USSRashisdestinaU.S. combat infantry.
Master of ceremonies Andrew Key- tion for deportation, and, ultimately,
bida called for a moment of silence for his llth-hour decision to fight extradithe victims of the nuclear disaster at the tion to the USSR.

Ukrainian

American...

Fedorenko...

The flags left as a tribute to fallen Ukrainian American veterans by the
Dudyczes near the traveling replica of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
located in Washington.
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31st Convention: greetings, by-laws changes, resolutions, recommendations
Following are the greetings, by-laws changes, resolutions and recommendations
adopted by the 31st Convention of the Ukrainian National Association.

within the framework of existing national committees in the United States and
Canada.

GREETINGS

RECOMMENDATIONS

The 31st Convention of the Ukrainian National Association, gathered in
Dearborn, Mich., on May 25-31, 1986:
1. Once again extends its fraternal greetings to the Ukrainian nation, which,
although enslaved by Communist Russian imperialism, continues its heroic
struggle for national self-determination and independence and even in the most
difficult of circumstances of this struggle creates lasting values in many aspects of
life. The UNA convention calls on all its members to continue and intensify their
active participation in all actions aimed at helping the Ukrainian nation in its
struggle.
2. Greets the governments, the Congress and the Parliament, and the nations of
the United States and Canada, and expresses its gratitude for all their decisions and
actions aimed at defending the human and national rights of all nations of the
world, especially the Ukrainian nation, and appeals to them to continue and
intensify such actions.
3. Respectfully greets the hierarchs of our Churches and the leaders of our
Church organizations, greets our world community organization and our national
central representations, greets the leadership and members of our national and
local charitable, scholarly, youth, women's, business and all other institutions, and
calls on all its members to actively join in their actions conducted for the good of
our community and our nation.

1. The convention approves a directive to the UNA Executive Committee that a
scholarly work devoted to the 800th anniversary of the historic chronicle "Slovo о
Poiku Ihorevi" (Tale of Ihor's Armament) is published, The Shevchenko Scientific
Society announces its readiness to prepare, jointly with the UNA, the text of a
proposal for this publication.
2. The convention approves a directive to the UNA Executive Committee to see
to it that a jubilee book is prepared on the 125th anniversary of the death of Taras
Shevchenko, the patron of the UNA. The constant falsification of information
concerning the poet and his work, as well as his historic mission for the fate of
Ukraine, make this publication needed and significant.
Submitted by Jaroslaw Padoch, honorary member of the UNA Supreme
Assembly and president of the Shevchenko Scientific Society.

BY-LAWS CHANGES
1. Fraternal Fund: To Sec. 52, as amended at the 30th Convention, add the
words: "provided that the transfer of such unclaimed funds is not contrary to the
respective state or federal laws."
2. Executive Powers: Page 28. Add to Article 3, Section 32 after the fourth
existing paragraph:
"The Supreme Assembly has the authority to establish a Board of Directors of
the Ukrainian National Association in Canada which will conduct U.N.A.
activities under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Executive Committee of the U.N.A.
This board should be provided with an office and a budget out of the funds of the
Canadian operation to be deposited in a separate bank account in Canada, whose
signing officers will be appointed by the board which will be accountable to the
Supreme Executive Committee through the Supreme Director for Canada."

Motion: The UNA Supreme Assembly, in mailing dividends, will include a
notice to members to review their policies' beneficiaries and to appropriately
organize these.
Branch 450, Eustachia Milanych.

Addendum to resolution No. 1: From press accounts it is known that several
thousand families evacuated from the Chornobyl area have been separated.
Children were separated from their mothers and families; and the children were
taken to some cities, mothers to other cities, and the rest of the families to still other
places. The government should investigate this and attempt to unite these families.
Myroslav Kalba, Branch 226.

Resolutions Committee: Bohdan Hnatiuk (chairman), Wasyl Sharvan (vicechairman), Jaroslaw Bilak, Roman Diakiw, Wolodymyr Senezhak, Bohdan
Robak, Zenon Snylyk, Roma Hadzewycz.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF SECRETARIES COMMITTEE

RESOLUTIONS OF BY-LAWS COMMITTEE
1. The convention reaffirms the resolution adopted at the 29th Convention
concerning the structure of the UNA District Committees (changes in By-Laws,
resolutions and recommendations, 29th Regular Convention, 1978, p. 27, item 3).
The convention directs the Supreme Assembly to act upon this resolution without
further delay.
2. The convention reaffirms the intention of the resolution adopted at the 29th
Convention directing the Supreme Assembly to produce plans for holding of future
conventions at Soyuzivka (change in the By-Laws, resolutions and recommendations, 29th Regular Convention, 1978, p. 27, item 2.)
By-laws committee: Jaroslaw Bilak, Helen Slovik, Zenobia Zarycky, Roman
Prypchan and Harry Zerebniak.
RESOLUTIONS
1. The convention directs the newly elected Supreme Assembly to request the
governments of the United States and Canada, as well as various international
organizations, to press the government of the USSR to open channels of emergency
assistance to our brothers and sisters who have suffered and will suffer as a result of
the catastrophe at the Chornobyl nuclear power plant in Ukraine and to help
establish direct contacts with those persons who have been exposed to radiation
and have been evacuated and resettled.
2. The convention directs the newly elected Supreme Assembly to demand that
the governments of the U.S. and Canada investigate the work of the Office of
Special Investigations in the U.S. and the Deschenes Commission in Canada,
especially in regard to the use of KGB-prepared evidence as well as other material, of
dubious origin in prosecuting alleged war criminals, and to stop the wholesale
defamation of ethnic groups and nations, especially the Ukrainians.
3. The convention directs the newly elected Supreme Assembly to insist that the
U.S. Helsinki Commission, headed by Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, thoroughly
investigate the case of Myroslav Medvid as mandated by law.
4. The convention directs the newly elected Supreme Assembly to engage the
services of a professional demographer to conduct a study of our membership and
of the entire Ukrainian community in the United States and Canada to determine
the potential sources of new membership in conjunction with intensified UNA
organizing activity.
5. The convention directs the newly elected Supreme Assembly to broaden
existing programs and initiate new ones for youths, especially those young people
who do not belong to any youth organizations, in accordance with their pursuits
and interests, and in so doing to use the potential afforded by our estate, Soyuzivka.
6. The convention calls on all Catholics within the ranks of the UNA to take part
in observances of the 100th anniversary of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
United States.
7. The convention calls on all UNA members to take an active part in
preparations for the observances of the Millennium of Christianity in Ukraine

1. That on Class W (Whole Life) certificates, to refund as dividend all dues paid
after completion of age 78, i.e., one year sooner than heretofore.
2. To raise the age limit for acceptance on Class ADD certificates to 60 and to
extend the validity of this certificate to age 70.
3. To all active members holding certificates for 20 years or more, to pay
dividends equal to one year's dues.
4. To try to merge branches having 25 or less members.
5. To provide promotional brochures on the new classes of insurance.
6. To include the subscription rate of Svoboda in members' insurance dues,
regardless of sex.
7. To supply Canadian secretaries with stamped return envelopes.
8. To pay secretaries rewards on time.
. 9. To publish obituaries of UNA members in Svoboda without delay.
10. To hold Secretarial Training Courses at Soyuzivka each year, and to hold
accelerated courses in various districts and in cities not included in any district.
11. To renew and continue the publication of "News from the UNA Home
Office."
Secretaries Committee: Roman Haras, Michael Zacharko, Julian Jurynec,
Taras Slevinsky, Michael Diduch and Iwan Yaremczuk.

Youth in the UNA Supreme Assembly

The uncier-40 segment of the UNA membership is represented within
the UNA Supreme Assembly by (from left) Nestor Olesnycky,
supreme auditor, Eugene Iwanciw, supreme advisor, and Alex
Chudolij, newly elected supreme advisor.
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Lady Liberty and liberty
Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore,
Send these the homeless, tempest tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door.
— "The New Colossus"by Emma Lazarus, 1883
Next week, on July 4, Americans of all national backgrounds will celebrate
the centennial of the Statue of Liberty. The celebration will perhaps be most
meaningful to those who themselves immigrated to these shores within the
last century and were welcomed by Lady Liberty with her torch held aloft,
among them Ukrainians who arrived in four waves of mass immigration.
To them, the statue was a symbol of hope, freedom and opportunity.'To
them, the Lady in New York Harbor was an inspiration, providing assurance
that they, too, would find fulfillment in America, the new world.
Today, more than half of all Americans can trace their heritage to the
immigrants who arrived at Ellis Island (now part of the Statue of Liberty
National Monument) between 1892 and 1954. Seventeen million, or 70
percent, of all immigrants passed through Ellis Island.
As Lee A. Iacocca, chairman of the Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island
Foundation and himself the son of immigrants who were processed at Ellis
Island, described it, the Statue of Liberty centennial is:
"... a celebration to the millions of immigrants who came to this country to .
fulfill their dreams of liberty and freedom. ...a universal light to those future
millions who desperately seek to escape the bonds of oppression.... a chance
for Americans to reaffirm their, beliefs in what the statue means to them."
Consequently, the centennial of the Statue of Liberty, or "Liberty
Enlightening the World," as it is officially named, is a most worthwhile
national celebration.
For Ukrainians and other East Europeans, however, the occasion will not
be as joyous as for others. Our spirits are dampened by recent events and
tendencies being manifested in this beloved land that we, our fathers,
grandfathers or great-grandfathers chose as their home.
Many of us on July 4 will recall the freedom denied — for still unexplained
reasons — to a young Ukrainian sailor, Myroslav Medvid. Others will be
troubled by the current assault on American principles being perpetrated
thanks to an unwritten deal between the U.S. and the USSR, the use of
selectively supplied Soviet evidence by the Justice Department's Office of
Special Investigations and the lack of due process in cases prosecuted by that
agency.
We are saddened and disturbed during this jubilant centennial of the
symbolic protector of liberty. As we honor "the mother of exiles," we can only
hope that with the renovation of her statue comes the restoration of the
traditional American dedication to freedom and justice for all men.
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Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

UNA convention a downer
The hotel was gorgeous, the rooms
were beautiful, Roman Tatarsky's
Detroit Convention Committee
planned a wonderful program of
outside activities, but as anyone even
remotely interested in what went on
during the sessions of the 31st UNA
convention now knows, the convention
was a downer.
No one — I mean no one, not the
members of the Supreme Assembly
with whom I spoke, not the older
generation, not the youth, not the
leaders of various political factions, not
the caucus coordinators — no one
seemed excited either about the
convention proceedings or their
outcome.
If conventions are supposed to
rejuvenate our human resources and
provide inspired guidelines for the
future, then our recent conclave was a
waste.
In the June 15 issue of The Ukrainian
Weekly delegates and observers identified three main concerns in their interviews with assistant editors Michael B.
Bociurkiw and Natalia A. Feduschak:
lack of youth involvement in UNA
affairs; lack of time spent planning and
discussing the future; and the overriding
importance of personal and political
ambitions in determining delegate behavior.
The youth problem is a serious one,
but it's not new. UNA executives have
been talking about it for as long as lean
remember. At one time, they did more
than talk.
During the 1930s and 1940s, the UNA
sponsored softball, volleyball and
basketball teams and tournaments for
Ukrainian youth. UNA executives
attended annual conventions of the
Ukrainian Youth League of North
America (UYL-NA) to scout promising
talent for UNA leadership. During the
1950s and 1960s, the UYL-NA and
UNA jointly sponsored leadership
courses at Soyuzivka to promote community involvement among members of
the younger generation. All of that has
ended. With the exception of exhortative articles in The Ukrainian Weekly,
annual tennis camps at Soyuzivka, and
scholarships, little else is being done.
The solution to our youth problem
lies at the local level. Branch secretaries
need to reach out to the younger generation and groom them for leadership
roles. But do our secretaries really want
to do that? I wonder. If we really want
our youth in the UNA, why did so many
people over 60 run in the final elections
even though the primaries indicated
that the) didn't have a chance of being
elected? If we really want our youth to
be in the UNA, why did Alex Chudolij,
a 28-year-old UNA district committee,
chairman win by only one vote?
If we really want our youth in the
UNA, why were Taras Szmagala, Bodan Futey, Roman Tatarsky, Roman
Kuropas and I the only ones who
brought our sons and daughters to the
convention? Other delegates have children. Where are they? Where are the
children of other UNA leaders? If the
children of UNA activists are not
involved in the UNA, what can we
'expect from other members of our

community?
The second problem, that of a lack of
planning for the future, can be blamed
directly on the Supreme Executive. We
are the ones who should be providing
direction for the future. We are the ones
who should be thinking about where the
UNA will be in five years, in 10 years, in
25 years. We are the ones who should
have raised the level of the discussion
and set the pace during the convention.
Some of us didn't do that because
certain issues were controversial and we
were afraid we wouldn't be re-elected if
we brought them up. Others of us were
too involved with day-to-day matters to
give much thought to the future. And
some of us just gave up bringing up
issues of concern because we believed
that no matter what we said or did,
nothing would really change. So why
bother. Like many other Ukrainian
organizations, the UNA just isn't ready
for management by objectives.
The problem of personal and political
ambitions overriding everything else in
the UNA was epidemic. No one, it
seemed, had the interests of the UNA at
heart when they argued for or against
something. Delegates need only recall
how many hours were spent during the
last two conventions trying to decide if
Joseph Lesawyer was an honorary
UNA president, an honorary member
of the UNA Supreme Assembly, or
both, to realize how much of a role
personalities play in our deliberations.
If the 31st Convention accomplished
nothing else, it finally determined that
Mr. Lesawyer is none of the above.
Politics (the Ukrainian OUN variety)
played a much more significant role
during the 30th convention than during
the 31 st. The group that discredited
itself four years ago, came back this year
less vitriolic. Everything they said,
however, was evaluated from the perspective of the source rather than on the
merits of the content. If that group ever
hopes to play a major decision-making
role in the UNA affairs again, it needs to
rehabilitate itself in the UNA community. They had the largest single bloc of
delegates at this convention and they
probably will sustain that bloc four
years from now. With enlightened
leadership, they might be able to attain
what their numbers suggest they deserve.
I believe it is high time for the UNA
Supreme Assembly to take a long hard
look at the convention process. A
number of questions need to be answered. Is the convention too long? Is
there a better way for organizing delegate participation so that the same small
group doesn't dominate discussions? Is
there a need for dividing delegates into
smaller groups for discussion purposes?
Conventions are supposed to be .a
source of revitalization and fraternal
inspiration for the membership, and we
must find a way to make them work that
way for us.
All is not hopeless. The UNA has
taken a few, albeit faltering, steps
toward modernization and I believe the
process will continue. The ultimate
answer to our future, however, lies with
our youth and their interest in becoming
branch secretaries and activists. Modernized or not, without our youth, we
have no future.
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Michael Novak: testimony about Bern meeting on human contacts
Following is the text of testimony of Michael
Novak, chief of the U.S. delegation to the Bern
meeting on human contacts, delivered on June 18
before the Commission on Security and Cooperation
in Europe.
Mr. Chairman. First, allow me to express my deep
appreciation to the Helsinki Commission for the truly
welcome support it provided to the U.S. delegation at
Bern. From Michael H a t h a w a y , your excellent
executive director, to Deborah Burns and Barbara
Edwards, who did outstanding administrative work
under difficult conditions and often worked very late
hours, and including all the tremendous research and
liaison work performed by Sam Wise, Orest Deychakiwsky, John Finerty, and Robert Hand, the staff of
this commission provided indispensable service to our
delegation. I thank the commission — and each of
them — profoundly.
I was especially grateful that Congressmen Hoyer,
Ackerman and Bustamante and other members of the
delegation were able to be with us during the last 72
hours of the meeting. Their advice and counsel, and
the tact and reserve they exercised in dealing with the
entire delegation, are deeply appreciated.
M r . C h a i r m a n , w h e n 1 last r e p o r t e d t o this
commission {on March 18), 1 said that our goals in
Bern would be "practical results." On March 18, I
defined our first three goals in these exact words:
"We define "practical results' precisely. We mean
movement in specific individual cases. And we mean an
4
improvement
he general conditions for ero^sboroer n u m a r contacts by individuals ара associations ?n 'гаг rsuccessful meeting лпгаііс, a
careiui revevA, `і the record of b e u CSCE conumimentshave`-г t-i `)ЄР` implemented."
Only latet, in :ourtft place did 1 m e m c r . that OUT
delegation woiiiG make a good faith ctton `е achieve a
strong final Gocumer. ,x a strong one was achievable.
I spoke of the realism of the Allies, neutral and nonaligned in advance of the meeting, and reported to you
as follows:
"fWeJ do not, for instance, put a premium on
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"Ukraine during Wor u ^ ‚ Л л л , His,ory and its Aftermath," edited by Prof.
Yury Boshyk, assistant professor of
Slavic languages and literatures at the
University of Toronto, is a three-part
collection of d o c u m e n t e d materials,
photographs, a chronology of events, as
well as a detailed bibliography.
Part I, titled "Ukraine during World
War II," includes Bohdan Krawchenko's
"Soviet Ukraine under Nazi Occupation,
1941-1944," and Taras Hunczak on
"Ukrainian-Jewish Relations during
the Soviet and Nazi Occupation." Dr.
Krawchenko is assistant director of the
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies a n d Dr. Hunczak is a h i s t o r y
professor at Rutgers University.
The first p a n alsc includes four other
essays by va-ious scholars.
Part II, tnied "History and its Aftermath," concerns itself with the investigation of war criminals in the United
States and Canada, it features essays on
-`а'`'`

-; .

only made upon political occasions. Nonetheless, our
delegation made the argument, in Moscow and in
Bern, that the road to confidence building lies through
the treatment regimes extend to their own citizens, and
that we are working for the day when the USSR audits
allies will deal with their own citizens according to the
internationally recognized standards they themselves
have signed.
In this c o n t e x t , I c h o o s e to interpret Soviet
movement on cases as a helpful movement. The more
of this the better — until all Soviet citizens share in the
free exercise of those rights recognized in the
international agreements their government has freely
signed.
Further, the Rumanian delegation resolved about
half the list of 27 specific cases presented to it in the
course of the Bern meeting. Outside of Bern, between
April 1Ї and June 1 Rumania approved for emigration
nearly 1,200 people from our representation list. These
actions clearly reflected the current state of U.S.',

...the C'SCE process is worth every ounce of energy that this
nation can put into it.
On May 20 the Soviet delegation informed us that
their government was resolving-two new cases and that
resolutions could shortly be expected m many more.
On May 26, the last scheduled day of the Bern meeting,
the Soviet authorities in Moscow gave us the names oi
Њ ‚amiiies 4hose cases were to be resoived They ,GIG
l h. zinhds^y officials rha; anouv r list о' п а т е `
wouic socr be ` л-†Ьл; CiH.g.and mdeeo л а п . п л ca%s
we were given tne carries L an a e a m c n a i 29 t a n n i n .
About 200 p e r s o n in al 1 wii be iffccieo by tnese
decisions when they come to fruition
In this fasnion ^he L SSR did use the Bern meeting
as an occasion fos taking acticn on concrete c^ses It is
deeply regrettable that action was not taken on these
cases in the normal process of fulfilling Helsinki
commitments. It is regrettable that such decisions are

Rumanian relations with respect to Rumania's mosttavored-nation status.
The Bulgarians resolved 12 of i8 U.S. representaUon list cases the week before the Bern meeting
opened.
Secondly VIr Cm -man, we а `г-сб at movement IF
genera{ c x ^ d i t i e ^ " He r e гт r v e w c? vompliance
. iovcd їЃїѓ ' Ь е ч W bee^ {Л'` ЬУЄ п ч л е т е м in
ч с ` с а і Easte - b j r e p e a n councres ГЬe borders of
че`.ега, Eastern Luropean ecu ``і` es are mucn more
open today man m i 9 o . On ^ t ^ t r t r nanu, tnere art
many areas in which the situate ^ c- human contacts.
m the USSR, Bulgaria and Rumania in particular, has
deteriorated. Administrative practices were shown to
be in many respects wojse,then they bad,beer,,дпД$75.
(Continued on page l l } ^ ; : f ^
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producing a new document. Good language on human
contacts already exists in the Helsinki and Madrid
documents. We do not suffer from a shortage of texts.
What the world suffers from is inadequate implementation of already existing texts."
It seems important to re-read this testimony of mine
on March 18, because it outlines quite clearly what our
intentions were when we began. The subsequent
record s h o w s that we more than fulfilled these
intentions. Consider the first of our goals, movement
on concrete cases.
Back in mid-March, it seemed — not only to me but
to others on our delegation and to some staff members
of this commission — that we would be lucky to see the
Soviet Union resolve even as many cases as had been
resolved on the occasion of the summit talks between
President Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev
in Geneva last November; namely, 33 cases, of which
25 had been fully acted upon by mid-March.
Actually, in Bern there were some practical results.

" N a z i W a r C r i m i n a l s : T h e R o l e of
Soviet Disinformation" by Prolog chief
Roman Kupchinsky, and "Alleged War
Criminals, the Canadian Media and
the Ukrainian Community" by Roman
Serbyn, history professor and chairman of the Ukrainian Information and
Anti-Defamation Commission in Montreal.
Part III consists of documents, 19291966, beginning with "Resolutions of
the First Congress of the Organization
c Ukrainian Nationalists, 28 January-2
February. 1929," to the content of the
"Address ef Ivan Dziuba at Babyn Yan
?9 St сїember, 1966."
Th s Dook is intended to serve as a
o e i a . i e d guide t o one of the most
с о т е i c a t e d aspects of modern Eastern
European history.
In his preface, Prof. Boshyk writes,
"It is my hope that the articles in this
volume will help clarify the complex
situation in which Ukraine and Ukrainians found themselves during the war
and the controversial issues a^so;iated
with its aftermath."
He further notes, "... In coming to
terms with the past. ``
r - better
appreciation of our .
^ ` alues
and principles. The a in, :. ш . . .‚ook is
not to judge but promote understanding, and thoughtful readers wii; с`піє to
their own conclusions,"

Millennium series:
Peter Mohyla
The Millennium
Series: The Шп+
Worlds of Peier
Hohyla
bv
Sevcenko. Latnbnagr
Ма$ь.: Harvard
Vniversiiy
Ukrainian
Studies
Funa
1985, pn Jd.
As part of the commemoration of the

family of Moldavia and Wallachia
Mohyla devoted himself to the revival
and reform of O t h o d o x y in the metro
politan see c Kiev Nc aspect of
ecclesistica! or cultural die і е т а . я е с
untoucheo by this churchman, but ni^
greatest achievement was tne establishment cf the Kiev Cc ; lege v a i c
Acaoemy) tbaT t o r e bis name."
Prof. Ве``се` k o s ^ ^ a v . whicn wa
V
TS1 publisnec m a ST c а іь- ,л, ct the
ou r ^ai "Напс-`d Ui- ? ^ an Sti-iies.'
'-atec , - Зі. r ‚гіг ,vhic v comn
M' h}K-.ло?^
^ersary of th
v. 5 ч
^ ..
dea ; .Mc
`АС

"ТЧ . t
the
,i
lt^

millennium of the Christianization of
Rus`-Шгаіпе, the Ukrainian Research
Institute at Harvard. University has
initiated the Millennium Series, a group
of articles printed regularly which
discuss Ukrainian religious and ecclesiastical history. "The Many Worlds of
Peter Mohyla" has recently been
published as a part of that series.
"At certain periods in history" reads
the foreword, "Ukrainian religious life
has influenced churches and cultures far
beyond Ukraine's borders. One of the
most important of these perb.? f ;
` the
veventeen.h century, vvn^ііаап
-''-'hodcx learning anc .-v-` .utions
- ade Kiev an .теі!е'г_л ^-‚^-i A JF J
Orthodox wor d. The лс i,; q; arter of
:hat ctrn'ji- has often Seen caneu
`4ч . ІІ. s :
. `.,-г,".-of T V _ Mohyla
`лко was me.n.oolitar .., Kiev between
1633 and 1674. A member .of a ruling

і^5`

cu
. -я і Grc.
-

''

^ЄкЄС

f я - ^sin^
- .fs at.
J.Oup.s ^

ng

them cO.tib a r d
siddch
Monyla's v ^ i e g e , well-evvab! parents serding their sons 'here oi
prime:' an- editors ?J the press in the
M o r a y i e n of the Caves of which
Moryia was abbot — could feel that
they were playing an important part in
bringing about that rebirth... spirits
were uplifted and minds were expand
ing."
Prof. Sevcenko's paper discusses the
early years of Mohyla and his educational enterprise and the attitude of the
metropolitan and of the students of the
college towards the polish commonwealth and the Kozaks.
Prof. Sevcenko ends his essay whu v
^ s ^ e s s m e n t of t h e c o n t r i b t
Monyla ь academy made to the grof Ukrainian historical and national
consciousness.
This is an important work for under{Continued on page 15)
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THE STATUE OF LIBERTY CENTENNIAL:
by Helen Perozak Smindak
NEW YORK—As the nation prepares to celebrate the centennial of the
Statue of Liberty with a huge Liberty
Weekend planned for the Fourth of
July, New York and New Jersey are
caught up in a whirlwind of activities
centered around the colossal symbol of
freedom which stands in New York
harbor.
Beginning the night of July 3, when
President Ronald Reagan rededicates
the newly restored monument, the
glorious celebration of Liberty's 100th
anniversary will include parades, fireworks, a flotilla of sailing ships from all
over the world, and free concerts in
Central Park and New Jersey's Liberty
State Park.
On Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
Lower Manhattan and Battery Park
will be the setting of what may be the
biggest street party ever to take place in
New York City — Harbor FestivaF86.
The closing ceremonies on July 6 will
be held at Giants Stadium in the Jersey
Meadowlands.
Ukrainians will be participating as
spectators and as performers in the
Statue of Liberty weekend, the culmination of a four-year effort to restore
both the statue and Ellis Island, the
nation's first official immigration station.
UNA Supreme Treasurer Ulana
Diachuk, escorted by her husband,
Wolodymyr Diachuk, will represent the
Ukrainian National Association at the
opening ceremonies on July 3. She will
Ід}п President Reagan, for the re- opening and relighting of the Statue of
Liberty, at an outdoor arena which has
been constructed on Governor's Island
at the southern tip of Manhattan.
Harbor Festival '86
Six Ukrainian performing groups
will be among the 70 music and dance

ensembles which will come together on
four stages in Lower Manhattan for
Harbor Festival '86.
The Ukrainian groups will perform
on a stage located at Maiden and Front
streets, near the South Street Seaport
Museum. Like other festival performers, each group is limited to a 12minute appearance.
On Friday, July 4, the Ukrainian
Dancers of Astoria will lead off the
Ukrainian performances with a special
"extended" Hopak choreographed by
director Elaine Oprysko. The dancers
will leap and twirl to accordion music
played by Gary Petrowsky.
The Dnipro Dancers, a group of
teenagers and young adults affiliated
with New York's leftist Ukrainian
American League, will give a performance at 2:20 p.m.
Later that day — at 6:40 p.m. — the
Voloshky Ukrainian Dance Ensemble
of Philadelphia will spin on stage with
its festival contribution. Artistic director of the 26-member troupe is Andrew
Pap.
New York's Echo of the Steppes
bandura ensemble and the Veseli Kozaks of Youngstown, Ohio, will perform on Saturday, July 5.
At 3:20 p.m., Nick Deychakiwsky
will direct 17 young men and women as
they strum banduras and sing Ukrainian folk songs. Performances of song,
music and dance by the recently formcd Veseli Kozaks, led by Frederick
Yasnowski, are scheduled for 1p.m. and
3:40 p.m.
Rounding out the festival's Ukrainian contributions will be a performance on July 6 at 2 p.m. by Roma
Pryma Bohachevsky's Syzokryli Ukrainian Dance Ensemble. The troupe will
be augmented by students of the Verkhovyna Dance Workshop, currently in
progress under Mrs. Bohachevsky's
direction at the Ukrainian Fraternal
Association's Verkhovyna Dance Workshop in Glen Spey, N.Y.

Operation Sail '86
During the grand parade of sailing
ships on the Hudson River on July 4,
some 350,000 people are expected to be
afloat in the harbor and millions more
will be watching from shore.
Hundreds of UNA members who
responded to an invitation printed in
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly
will have a vantage viewing point on the
roof of the 15-story UNA building in
Jersey City. They will watch as a score
of tali sailing ships, followed by a flock
of smaller sailing vessels, proceeds up
the Hudson while the battleship Iowa,
with President Reagan abroad, sails
south reviewing the flotilla.
With ABC-TV holding exclusive
rights to coverage of the weekend events
and other networks playing up highlights of the celebration, even stay-athomes will be able to view varied events
and perhaps catch sight of Ukrainian
artists in action.
In recent weeks, ABC and NBC news
programs have highlighted ethnic
communities and immigrant experiences. An in-depth profile of New
York's Ukrainian community was
carried by ABC on May 14 in its series
on New York's ethnic groups "At
Liberty's Door," showing The Ukrainian Museum and other Ukrainian
institutions and interviewing several
prominent Ukrainian Americans.

Statue of Liberty aerial perspective, 1952: vi

Library of Congres-

Gazing at liberty, 1930: as Elite Island became the main gateway to America, їїи
statue came to symbolize hope and opportunity for immigrants.

The Great Mall, Ellis Island, 1912: Often m many as 5,000 people a day m
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Ukrainians, too, will honor "mother of exiles"
Myron Surmach Sr., the 93-year-old
founder of the Surma Book 8L Music
Co., has made three or four appearances
on NBC's "Today" show and the 6 p.m.
News, recounting his experiences as a
Ukrainian immigrant who passed
through Ellis Island.
Lydia Savoyka, immigration counselor for the U.S. Catholic Conference,
Migration and Refugee Services, was
interviewed on June 23 during NBC's 6
p.m. News.
Visual exhibits
Photographs of Ukrainian subjects
are included in the New York Public
Library's new exhibition, The Ellis
Island Experience, featuring visual and
documentary materials describing the
immigrant experience from the opening
of Ellis Island (1892) to the drastic
reduction in immigration due to the
National Origins Act (1924). Drawn entirely from the collection of the New
York Public Library, the exhibition will
remain on view through September 13
in the Library's third floor gallery.

Margaret Bourke White, Life Magazine

wave proudly above a face of ageless dignity.

The New York Historical Society
selected four prints of Ukrainian festival scenes for its show "Liberty's
Legacy: Photographs of New York's
Ethnic Festivals," open through Octpber. The photos, showing handicrafts at
the Ukrainian Festival and children
performing hahilky on Easter Sunday
outside St. George's Church, are among

This photograph by Augustus Sherman (1865-1925)of a Ruthenian woman on Ellis
Island (ca. 1906) will be on view at The New York Public Library from June 21 to
September 13, in "The Ellis Island Experience." ..

}ns! Раѓк Service, Statue ol сЬегіу

`. О?Ш Hall's vaulted celling to complete the immigration process.

Шк

60 taken by photographer Roberta
Entrater at 12 festivals in the city's five
boroughs.
The Statue of Liberty museum, which
will reopen on July 5, displays several
Ukrainian artifacts in its permanent
exhibition, including a decorated Easter
egg and a watch fob. Operated by the
National Park Service, the museum is
located in the statue's pedestal.
Elsewhere in the city, Ukrainians
have been featured in live performances
and demonstrations. The Voloshky
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, performed
before 600 guests at the Lady Liberty
Gala, emceed by Theodore Bikel at the
Water Club on May 27. During "City
Lore'86," a musical tour of New York
City's ethnic neighboring life held in
Central Park on June 15, Ivanka Zajac
crooned Ukrainian lullabies and Ken
Bloom of the New York School of
Bandura showed onlookers how to
' build a bandura.
The Statue of Liberty was conceived
and created by the French sculptor
Frecferic Auguste Bartholdi and built
around an iron framework designed by
Gustave Eiffel, the engineer who later
designed the EiffeTTower.
Officially named "Liberty Enlightening the World," the mdnument was
completed in 1884 with $400,000 in
contributions from the French people.
The statue was assembled on a pedestal
built on Bedloe's Island (now Liberty
Island) with funds raised by Americans,
and dedicated by President Grover
Cleveland on October 28, 1886.
Since May 1982, the Statue of Liberty
— Ellis Island Centennial Commission
has been working to raise $265 million
in order to restore and preserve the
statue and Ellis Island, and establish a
lasting memorial to the millions of
immigrants who helped build the
United States of America.
Among the ?ihni" %nd reiigiou?

the fund-raising campaign are the'
Ukrainian National Association with a
$25,000 gift, and the Ukrainian Fraternal Association, which has pledged to
give $10,000.

Brig. Gen. Krawciw
to be honored
NEW YORK — Brig. Gen. Nicholas S.H. Krawciw will be one of 87
prominent people to receive the 1986
Mayor's Liberty Award in Battery
Park on July 1 from Mayor
Edward Koch. About 50 countries
will be represented, including Greece,
Sweden, Hungary and other ethnic
groups that arrived in large numbers
as well as smaller immigrant groups.
The awardees come from a variety of
professions.
(Continued on page 15)
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Kiev consul-designate honored
byN.Y.^

Walter Baranetsky, vice president of the Ukrainian Institute of America, meets
with William HL Courtney, U.S. Consul General designate to Kiev.

SUNDAY, JUNE 29, 1986
by Marta Kolomayets

A doctor of economics from Brown
University, Mr. Courtney has many
years of experience at the State Department, specializing in military and
nuclear policies. His foreign service
assignments have taken him to Moscow
and Brasilia, Brazil.
During a 15-minute speech, Mr.
Courtney assured the public that the
U.S. Consulate General in Kiev will be
the consulate general of all Americans
and will always welcome visits, communications and ideas on how to better
represent American interests. He answered a number of questions posed to
him by the audience and was later
presented the "Encyclopedia of Ukraine" (Volume A-F) with the promise
that he would receive subsequent volumes as they are printed.
The evening for Mr. Courtney included a performance by the Orpheus
String Chamber Quartet, featuring
musicians Ruth Waterman, Naoko
Tanaka, Maureen Gallagher and Bonnie
Tron. They played works by Haydn and
Borokin. A reception, including a cold
buffet, followed Mr. Courtney's appearance.
During this time Ukrainian
Mr. Courtney expressed his wish to
leave for Kiev "tomorrow," although American community representatives
realistically he hopes to be in the took the opportunity to chat with Mr.
Ukrainian capital by the end of the year. Courtney on various topics ol concern.

NEW YORK — The Ukrainian Institute of America on Friday evening, May
23, hosted a cocktail reception for
William Courtney, the U.S. consulgeneral designate to Kiev, and his wife,
Paula.
More than 120 Ukrainian community
representatives from the Metropolitan
New York area shared an informative
evening with Mr. Courtney, who was
introduced to the audience by Walter
Baranetsky, vice-president of the Ukrainian Institute of America.
Mr. Baranetsky underscored the fact
that the opening of the Kiev Consulate
will facilitate communication between
Ukraine and the United States, and be a
precedent for other countries in the
West to follow. He added that Ukrainian Americans hope the establishment
of this Consulate in Kiev will enable
better monitoring of human- and national-rights violations in Ukraine,
probe into the tragedy of Chornobyl
and its aftermath.

'Easter Around the World"
celebrated ot Ukrainian Institute
NTt л YORK — Argentinians, Armema' . Colombians, Coptics, Filipmos ureeks, Hungarians, Lebanese,
Pert5 ans, Poles. Rumanians
Slovenians and Ukrainians transformed Jht Ukrainian Institute of America
ії^ШЙЯ№Шдаі^ during^ W
stitute4 annual "Easter Around the
Worlc" program on Friday evening,
May 9
Although the program had originally
been pianned as a festive event, it took
on a more somber note because of the
Chornobyl nuclear reactor accident
which had occurred just a few days
before the international celebration.

sympathy arrived from Mayor Edward
I. Koch's office. His special assistant
Herbert P. Rickman, read a
proclamation declaring May 9, 1986
"Easter Around the World Day." John
Nikas, special assistant to Governor
Mario M. Cuomo, read a letter from the
governor acclaiming the ecumenical
celebration and offering particular
comfort to Ukrainian Americans who
have relatives and friends still in
Ukraine. Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato{RN. Y.) also sent greetings and offered his
prayers to the people of Ukraine and
others who had been exposed to
radiation from Chornobyl.

Instead of cancelling the event, program chairperson Lydia Savoyka
merger the gala event with a memorial
meetiv-.. for the victims of the nuclear
debao According to Miss Savoyka,
who
the director of community
servit for the Ukrainian Institute of
А н і с і в , the program captured the
essence of Easter: where there is death
there also resurrection and life.

Prominent guests in attendance that
evening included: Mary Lasker, the
well-known philanthropist; Eleanor
Lambert Berkson, consuls from
Ecuador, Mexico, Argentina, Peru and
Canada, the Rev, Nicanor Lana, president of the Association of Hispanic
Priests; the Most Rev. Francisco Garmendia, auxiliary bishop of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of New York; the
Rev. Victor Yanitelli, vicar general of
East Manhattan of the New York Archdiocese and pastor of St. Ignatius
Loyola Roman Catholic Church; Rev.
Marion, of the Franciscan Fathers; and
Rev. Rafail Guirguis. a leader of the
Egyptian Coptic Church in the United
States.

Ш
than 250 pec Die attended the
ѓзљі Around the V. crid" program
uh t i t insisted of three rarts: symbolic
basic rt displays rep^ anting the histone editions of TT-CPY peoples, a
musicaj program featuring Easter music
of the various nationa.; ,es. followed by
а bu^c of Easte- de^cacies of many
countnes.
Bishop Basil H. Losten, representing
the Ukrainian Catholics of New York
an4 New England, and Archbishop
Tofkon Manoogian, primate of the
Athenian Diocese of America, both
spijke on the tragedy of the nuclear
rector explosion in the heartland of
Ukraine and its consequence for everyotgjh future in the nuclear age.
Members of many religious groups —
inducing Roman O ' h o l i e s and
Ea
Rite Саігк ^
)testants.
Ear. '
Orthodox ` - ^
Oriental
C ''-f-cox СЬп` .
.- "= and
'.

- -s -

:--;. Л".

' p r o g ^ n i -.01

naviic
а Олг- inteiden r
.`х
gala ^ut to express fhei.
v . "and solidarity - ^ t h e U k r a i ТІЇЬГ
^w :v the rime ( . neir sorrow.
Gieetings and expressions of

Ms. Savoyka, chairperson of the
event, was responsible for putting
together the colorful and unusual
program. The emcees for the evening of
entertainment were Juliana Osinchuk
and Eric Alexander Kuzmuk. Performances during the evening stage
program featured the Antiochian Orthodox Choir of St. Mary's, which sang
Easter hymns in English and Arabic,
and The Coro Hispano de Nueva York.
A Polish presentation coordinated by
Grazyna Boguta, included seasonal
music by Andrzej and Jacek Zielinski.
The Ukrainian presentation choreographeu by Mrs. Pryma Bohachevsky
- v udmg dances by the
Syzokryli
a nee troupe.
Among the artistic display from
many countries was a Ukrainian exhibit
coordinated by Sofia Zielyk of New
York.
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Easter buffet featuring delicacies of various nations.

Members of the Syzokryli dance troupe at the institute.
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Named coach

Notes on people

KENT, Ohio — Former University of
Cincinnati coach Zen Golembiowsky,
who has served as technical director of
the Olympics Development since 1982,
:
was recently named head volleyball
K^,
coach of the women's program at Kent
State University.
Mr. Golembiowsky, 40, served as
head coach at the University of Cincinnati for two years (1979-81) and led
the women's program to the Metro
Conference championship and a final
NCAA ranking of 16th in the nation
(1980-81).
Prior to his Cincinnati position, Mr.
Golembiowsky was head coach of the
women's program at the College of
Mount St. Joseph in Cincinnati for two
seasons. There, he led Mount St. Joseph
to the AIAW State finals twice, and,
over all as a head coach, he has a career
record of 112-60 in dual matches.
Mr. Golembiowsky also has coaching
experiencing as an assistant men's
coach and junior varsity coach at Ohio
State University (1973-74). While at
Ohio State, Mr. Golembiowsky was an
assistant to Doug Beal, who coached
the United States men's volleyball team
Zen Golembiowsky
to the 1984 Goal Medal at the Olympic potential and you as a coach try to bring
Games in Los Angeles.
out the best in that individual."
Mr. Golembiowsky received an InterBorn in Ukraine, Mr. Golembiownational Coaches Rating Level I and II
in 1979. A rating of III is the highest sky, who resides in Cleveland, received
honor a coach can earn, a level achieved an honorable discharge as a Vietnam era
veteran in 1968. He graduated from
mostly by Olympic coaches.
As technical director of the Olympic Cleveland State University in 1972 with
Development for the United States a B.S. in education, and he received an
Volleyball Association (USVBA) since M.A. in physical education from Ohio
1982, Mr. Golembiowsky has organized State in 1974.
junior development camps and coaches
Mr. Golembiowsky is married to the
clinics for the Olympic movement. He former Audria Hishynsky, who was the
has more than 20 years of coaching and first woman athlete in Ohio to receive a
playing experience in volleyball and has volleyball scholarship. She attended
been a member of the USVBA for 17 Ohio Statr where she was the most
years;
valuable player in 1973 and 1974, then
"All the teams I've been associated transferred to Cleveland State where
with have won championships," said she earned similar honors in 1975 and
Mr. Golembiowsky. "My philosophy is 1976 and helped CSU earn its last
that each individual has a uniqueness in national ranking.

Sister Jerome recognized for service

Sister Jerome Roman OSBM (left) receives a plaque of recognition and
appreciation for her last three years of service on the Manor Junior College
board of trustees from Sister Mary Cecilia OSBIV1, president of Manor. Sister
Jerome also served as president of Manor Junior College for two terms,
1951-1954 and 1964-1970. Manor Junior College, a two-year college
offering 17 programs of study in the allied health, business, math-science
and liberal arts, was founded in 1947 by the Sisters of St. Basil the Great.

Receives promotion
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Ihor Petrenko
of Phoenix, Ariz., was recently commissioned a second lieutenant in the United
States Army.
The third member of his family to
join the U.S. Armed Forces, Mr. Petrenko expects to receive his branch
from the U.S. Army in August, before
graduating from Northern Arizona
University in December, 1986.
Mr. Petrenko's father, retired Master
Sgt. Leonid Petrenko, served in the
U.S. Army for 20 years and is a veteran
of the Korean War. His brother, Capt.
Victor Petrenko, is stationed in Butzbach, West Germany.

Second Lt. Ihor Petrenko

Gerela glad Pittsburgh is home
This article is reprinted with permission from the USC Newsletter
published by Ukrainian Sports Club of
Pittsburgh.
PITTSBURGH — Roy Gerela is a
man who has done a lot of traveling
while growing up and playing professional football, but now he calls Pittsburgh his home.
He feels that Pittsburgh people are
very warm and outgoing. He even
married a Pittsburgher. Her name is
Helen Gerela and she's Ukrainian, also.
Roy's parents, William and Olga,
were born in Ukraine, but like so many
others, moved to Canada. They
eventually moved to a little city north of
Vancouver.
It was there that Roy and his 10
brothers and sisters became involved in
sports. They played soccer, hockey,
basketball, baseball and football. One
of Roy's brothers, Ted, played pro ball
for the British Columbia Lions of the
Canadian Football League (CFL).
Another brother coaches teams of 9year-olds and 10-year-olds that have
gone, to i n t e r n a t i o n a l soccer
tournaments and have come home with
winning trophies. It seems only natural
that Roy, too, would be involved in
sports.
At age 15 years old, when his father
died, Roy moved to Honolulu with his
older brother and his wife. It was
here that Roy first became involved
with football. He played defensive back
for three years and place kicked in his
senior year. He made five out of his 10
field goal tries, the shortest being 32
yards with the longest measuring in at
48 yards.
Roy's strong right leg enabled him to
boom kickoffs into the end zone. This
helped him to get picked in the fourth
round of the NFL draft by Houston in
1969. It was also the same year he
played in the college All-Star game
against the Superbowl III champs, theNew York Jets.
In 1970, he was a free agent for the
Pittsburgh Steelers. It was here in
Pittsburgh that Roy found a home as
well as a job. He played for the Steelers
on three Superbowl teams and was an
AFC Pro Bowl selection in 1974 and
1975.
In 1979, after playing two seasons
with a pulled groin, Roy retired from
football He has good memories from
his football years. He feels a special
bond with his fellow players and is
proud to have been a part of a kind of
team that doesn't come along too often.
He still gets together with many of his
ex-teammates through the NFL Alumni
Association right here in Pittsburgh,
and various celebrity Golf and Bowling
tournaments.

Roy Gerei
After leaving the Steeiers, U-jy
back to Vancouver for aboi;. ѓ-лч; :half years tc start a bustnes; v
friend from his Honolulu days. I
ever, with his family being зс:У:
throughut Canada (sb; siblings srr
in Canada ard four live іл the :''..!:
felt his life w^.:; back here in PitisbFie presently works for Amen^n.;;
tional Іпііїітлсе Co. -selling iYc
surance.
Roy says he has always been aws. reef
the active LKr-'ainian community іт -i the
Pittsburgh Ї;УЄ:І, unfortunately his busy
schedule has limited his involvemc:ilt.

Oops
In a Notes on People item in the June
22 issue, we incorrectly identified
Kateryna Rudnytzky as the daughter of
concert pianist Roman Rudnytsky, She
is, of course, the daughter of Leonid
Rudnytzky, u professor at LaSaile
University.
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Novak...

(Continued from page 7)
On the other hand, the delegation from the USSR
was driven to say on several occasions that, under the
new general secretary, there would be a new "spirit,"
new "practices," and a reform of legislation and
administrative procedures in the area of human
contacts. This was in the nature of a promise, not in the
nature of evidence cited. Before granting credence, it is
proper to insist on evidence. Still, the delegation from
the 13SSR did at least promise reform, in accordance
withlhe promises General Secretary Gorbachev made
to #resident Reagan in Geneva and at the 27
Corrfmunist Party Congress. Until evidence is forthcoming, skepticism is in order. Nonetheless, the
invitation has now been issued to hold the USSR to
freslTpromises.
щ.
Oftr third goal was an intensive review of compliarice. Such a review did go on for nearly five weeks,
since the NATO nations had agreed to use their time in
presenting new proposals to explain from the past
record why such proposals are now needed. On one
day, e.g., 16.of 19 speeches presented evidence of
abusive, non-compliant practices in the USSR, East
Germany, Bulgaria and other Eastern nations. This
drumbeat — often low-key, factual and non-polemical
— continued day after day. Many veterans of the
CSGE process said that the Bern review of compliance
was the most thorough, objective and calm of any in
the history of the CSCE.
In part, this was because the main points about
compliance had already been established at Madrid,
Ottawa and Budapest. Thus, the Soviet delegation in
Bern only tentatively argued that the effort by an
assembly of nations to monitor compliance in the field
of human contacts represented "interference in the
internal affairs" of the USSR. That line was dropped
almost instantly.
Instead, the Soviet delegation and some others
chosejwhen criticized, to attack the critic. They did so
typically with wild, loose and passion-inflamed
rhet#rtcV c^refess of accuracy and evidence, usually
based upon criticisms of the West made by Westerners, and on the whole rather more damaging to the
attacker than to the attacked.
In responding to specific charges, we chose to
welcome even such attacks, poor as they were, as a way
of urging the USSR and its allies to open themselves
further to the legitimacy of mutual criticism from
abroad, as well as to internal criticism. Open criticism
is the way scientific inquiry proceeds. Open criticism is
also the way political reform advances.
As in Ottawa and in Budapest, we realized from the
beginning in Bern that achieving an acceptable final
document would not be likely. On the other hand,
halfway through the conference, and after Chornobyl,
TTbecarne obvious that the USSR and its allies might
wish to achieve a final document in Bern. The question
remained whether this would be substantive progress
or propagandistic progress. We had promised to make
a good faith effort to work for a strong final document
if a strong document were achievable. From the
beginning, we had ruled out a weak one.
Suffice it to say that at 4 a.m. on Monday morning,
May 26, the day the conference was scheduled to end,
the Soviets broke off all-night negotiations. As at
Ottawa and Budapest, at that point we had no
document. Up until then, the Eastern bloc had refused
to agree to the original Western proposals even in their
modest strength, and had instead introduced damaging loopholes and qualifications. They were not
willing to go very far. All that had been left on the table
was a pale imitation of the strong proposals the
Western nations had agreed to and tabled as BME 47.
Of course, it could be argued that some of the
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Next, one must factor in the demonstrated record of
non-compliance on matters large and small. In that
context, our judgment is that the negatives clearly
outweighed the positives. To accept the Bern compromise would have been to accept a document that could
accurately be characterized in this way: some of its
proposals merely repeat Helsinki provisions already
being violated; some of its provisions are weaker than
or more flawed than Helsinki; some (such as the one
on religion) would have established possibly damaging
precedents; and a few, at best, went modestly beyond
Helsinki. (Even these last, alas, sometimes advance
more specific language, but in a way that detracts from
general obligations that already cover such specifics.)
In terms of policy, the most important point in the
Helsinki process is its credibility. Solid words must not.
be allowed to become empty words. Agreements
entered into merely to have agreements cannot be
allowed to diminish public trust. Above all, agreements cannot be allowed to weaken the trust of those
Mr. Chairman, three or four of the compromise who suffer today because of large-scale and systematic
proposals may at first glance appear to represent the non-compliance. In such circumstances, to enter into
largest among the "modest" steps forward. Among certain kinds of agreements would be a fraud.
these, for example, are the proposals on postal and
Mr. Chairman, I told this commission last March 18
telephonic communication and on religion. Under that the goals of my delegation would be: (1)
close analysis, the compromise resolution on postal movement on concrete cases; (2) efforts to bring about
and telephone service has orie good quality and one greater compliance in specific types of cases; and (3) a
weakness. The good point is that it would bring thorough review of violations of the Helsinki Accords.
documented abuses in this area under the compliance I leave it to this commission to judge how well we
review of the Helsinki process. The weakness is that achieved the three goals we set out to achieve.
the proposal basically reminds the participating states
I also told this commission that our delegation
of obligations which they already bear under existing would not accept a weak document. I said then that the
international conventions, and which are nonetheless integrity of the Helsinki process depends first of all
being flagrantly abused.
upon credible compliance, rather than on the addition
As for the proposal on religion, the compromise of more words. I again leave it to this commission to
formulation is not only far weaker than the modest judge whether, in difficult circumstances, we kept our
original Western proposal. It is in virtually the same word and showed proper judgment on the specific
form that the Western nations had rejected during the document at hand.
negotiating process.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I am more convinced than
when I undertook this assignment that the CSCE
The West had rejected this form for three reasons: process is worth every ounce of energy that this nation
(1) no less than other citizens, religious citizens have
can put into it. That process depends on taking words
universally recognized rights to travel and to receive
with utmost seriousness, words signed by heads of
publications through the mail; (2) the restriction of the
government of 35 participating states. The CSCE
proposal to official "representatives" of religious
process has borne great fruits in some countries in
organizations — but not to "individual believers" — is
Eastern Europe and has heightened standards of
an intolerable infringement of universal rights; and (3)
international behavior. More than that, a newcomer
the right to receive and to carry with them religious
to the CSCE process notices immediately the extent to
publications and religious objects is confined to the which the language of Western ideals permeates not
extremely narrow limit of "for their own use" — i.e.,
only the Helsinki Accords and the Madrid Concluding
not even for the use of their congregations or fellow
Document, but also the daily debates in plenary
believers. This is an intolerably narrow reading of
discussions and working groups. Even the Marxist
basic human rights.
countries rarely speak a Marxist language; even they
are often obliged to use the language (even though not
Mr. Chairman, I said in Bern that the compromise
following
the practice) of open societies. In the context
document did make some marginal advances. But
of human rights, the importance of words is very great.
when one looks at the sum total, one must add up the
Mr. Chairman, looking forward to Vienna, when
minuses as well as the pluses. No one asserted that the
pluses are more than "modest"; some said "marginal." the whole range of the Helsinki Accords will be under
discussion, the Allies have a much better opportunity
But when you count in the minuses, even these modest
to make real progress in the areas of human rights and
gains are reduced.
human contacts — for three reasons.
Moreover, the judgment one must make is whether
First, the range of subjects on the table will be
the demonstrated record of non-compliance on large
and basic issues, amply documented during our larger, greatly expanding the scope for meaningful
debates, truly gives hope that even "modest" or negotiations. Second, the process will be open-ended;
"marginal" improvements in new language will be in order to achieve meaningful progress it will allow a
taken seriously, when already existing large obliga- time-period much longer than six weeks. Third, in
tions are not. Judgment must be focused on the Ottawa, Budapest and Bern, the Allies have taken
great pains to arrive at common, strong proposals.
probabilities of future compliance.
These proposals, carefully hammered out, already at
hand, form a magnificent platform for real progress
First, then, it is essential to compare the last-minute
under
the "third basket." In addition, a thorough and
compromise proposals with the corresponding texts of
documented review of non-compliance is now part of
Helsinki and Madrid. One must do this critically, with
the full record from which Vienna can proceed.
an eye hardened by experiences of violations since
then. Second, one must compare them as well as with
Mr. Chairman, the work of the Helsinki process is
the original Western proposals on the same subjects. extremely important for millions of human beings.
What are the pluses and the minuses? How does the
The work of this commission in furthering that process
whole add up? Our judgment was an is that the
is vital. Permit me once again to thank this commisnegatives either outweigh, or come close to outweigh- sion for the support it gave my delegation, before,
ing, the positives.
during, and now again after the Bern meeting.
compromise proposals offered "marginal" or "modest" steps forward. But some of them also took steps
backward from Helsinki.
This typically happened in one of three ways: (1) in
some cases, the compromise language was weaker
than Helsinki; (2) in some cases, new loopholes were
introduced into the Helsinki process; (3) in some cases,
the point of view of the compromise proposals subtly
slipped away from the general obligations already
agreed to under Helsinki, and began to treat those
obligations, given existing violations, as goals we need
to make progress toward.
This last point deserves comment. Helsinki represents obligations agreed to by participating states; it
does not represent goals to be striven for. To treat
Helsinki obligations as goals toward which progress
must be made is to alter the character of the Helsinki
Accords in a potentially fatal way. They are not goals
but general obligations.
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St Demetrius parish sponsors Yavir dance ensemble

The Yavir Ukrainian Dance Ensemble of St. Demetrius Ukrainian Catholic Church, Toronto.
discipline is left to the dancers them- learn to appreciate the culture of others. 1980 tour of Belgium.
by the Rev. Terry Lozynsky
selves.
Through the 25 years of it's existence
"It is very rewarding to see how the
"By making the dancers responsible the dancers have participated in many
TORONTO — Preserving folk culture is one way of keeping youth active for their actions they learn responsibi- joint concerts with other groups, such as young people of our church are really
at St. Demetrius Ukrainian Catholic lity, by respecting them they learn the Irish dancers of Etobicoke and the drawn to their heritage," concludes Mr.
Church in Toronto. The church-spon- respect, and this is what makes them Polanie Polish dancers of Toronto, and Hladio, "and especially to see how this
sored dance ensemble, Yavir, is corn- such a nice group to work with both on have performed dances of other na- heritage is helping them to become
posed of 45 young people aged 15 to 25 and offstage,"says Mr. Hladio. "Thisis tions, such as the French-Canadian better Canadians and better Chriswho take pride in their heritage and seek one group where the thing that matters dances which they performed in their tians."
most is not how well you dance, but how
to preserve it here in Canada.
"It's very interesting," says the much you are willing to give for the
group's director Richard Hladio, "that common goal."
in Ukraine the whole cultural life of the
One of the immediate goals of the
WASHINGTON — Ukrainian enter- Tempo provided the music for both
village centered around the church, and ensemble is to put the finishing touches
this is exactly what we have here at St. on a concert program which will be first tainment in a different form made a Alex and Tania, as well as the dance
Demetrius."
performed in the fall of 1986 marking debut here on May 16. Titled "Cabaret, music throughout the evening.
The success of the Cabaret was due to
The dance group, in addition to meet- the beginning of Yavir's 25th anniver- Ukrainian Style," the program entailed
ing twice a week for dance rehearsal, sary season in 1987. Plans are in the an evening of Ukrainian and interna- the professional performers and the,
tional
music,
comedy
and
social
danuniqueness pHheshow. " З М ^ т і Ь щ ^ ;
performs an average of three to four works to celebrate with various church
tion of music, (dancing and comedy in a
times a month in and around Toronto, functions and also with a tour through cing.
Organized
by
the
Ukrainian
Associarelaxed nightclub-atmosphere is seldom
sponsors church-related functions such eastern Canada.
as dances arid communion breakfasts,
In addition the group is already tion of Washington, the nightclub-type done in our community," sgid Eugene
and performs for church activities.
planning to perform a concert series in show attracted 250 Ukrainian Ameri- Iwanciw, president of the Ukrainian
The aim of the group is to not only be 1988 marking the celebration of 1,000 cansfrom Washington, Baltimore and Association. "Too often all we offer for
a first-rate Ukrainian dance ensemble, years since the baptism of Ukraine, cities as far away as Trenton, Boston entertainment are either concerts or
dances. A cabaret falls somewhere in
which is evidenced by the many awards which will highlight the celebrations of and Chicago.
and commendations Yavir has received, the church calendar, such as Christmas
The mistress of ceremony for the between."
Because all the entertainment was
but to help develop the members as carolling and Easter rituals, through the evening was Anya Dydyk, a member of
Christian individuals. For this reason medium of folk dancing and singing.
the board of the Ukrainian Association. imported, the Cabaret entailed a major
Though Yavir is most concerned with The audience was entertained by two financial risk and a great deal of work.
most of the responsibility for such
things as costuming, traveling and Ukrainian culture the dancers definitely sets of Ukrainian and international The board members who made the
songs sung by "Alex", internationally evening a success were Ihor Mouchen,
known nightclub entertainer who has Walter Iwaskiw, Motria Koropecky,
"According to another estimate,"
frequently appeared at Ukrainian com- Zenon Kohut, Claudia Korbutiak,
Postcards...
Irene Kost, Olia Masnyk and Eugenia
Prof. Moskoff wrote, "10 million
munity events.
Osgood. The success, however, guaran(Continued from page 2)
people may have demographically
The comedy was provided by Ted tees that this type of entertainment will
disappeared."
Prof. Moskoff wrote.
Woloshyn of Toronto. Though well- be repeated in Washington in the future.
Despite this, the messages on the
Although the killing of horses did
known throughout Canada, he has
cards
continued
to
appear
and
to
not adversely affect the food supply,
made few U.S. appearances. Ted's
A UNA
Prof. Moskoff continued, it did teach the farmers how to farm. One
bilingual comedy about Ukrainian
affect draft power. Collectivization of the running themes was to perstruck a familiar note in both young and
in itself could not account for ad- suade the farmers to mechanize. A
old.
insurance policy
vanced mechanization. Thus, the 1931 card reads: "Beet collective
Making her debut in the Ukrainian
farmers
and
individual
peasants!
crop output suffered.
American community was singer Tania
is an investment
Mechanize the harvesting of sugar
Demchuk, a student at the University of
Chaos reigned in the countryside beets!"
Virginia.
In
recent
years
she
has
appearand peasants began to "steal" state
in the Ukrainian
The educational function of the
ed in various high school and college
property.
cards is clearly shown in a 1931 card
musical
productions.
During his period, the collective which has step-by-step written incommunity
The renowned Ukrainian band
farms ran inefficiently, Prof. Moskoff structions, with pictures, which teach
wrote. Almost total disorganization the peasants how to avoid the
ccccooooooooo
of life took place during 1932 to 1933. spoilage of beets, Prof. Moskoff
By mid-September 1932, 13 percent noted.
of the crop was unharvested in
Its headline reads: "Prevent accuUkraine, and, according to some mulated beets from spoiling!" The
THE HOME OFFICE
reports, some planting was still being first picture is captioned, "Pile the
of the
done as of June.
cleaned beets in a heap," while the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
caption
underneath
the
second
picin order to pay for the machinery
has two immediate openings for
which was being purchased, Stalin ture says, "and cover them with soil."
Prof. Moskoff said in conclusion
sold a great deal of grain abroad.
CLERICAL
WORKERS
This, coupled with a growing de- that while collectivization was the
mand for food in the cities, resulted cornerstone of the Soviet indusIN ITS RECORDING DEPARTMENT
in a decline of the food supply in the trialized strategy, it was a policy that
Applicants should have some knowledge of the Ukrainian and English languages.
countryside, Prof. Moskoff empha- was forced on the people. "The
Apply by calling ( 2 0 1 ) 451-2200, ext. 18;
sized. Rural residents were eating less regime not only harshly wielded the
or by sending resume to:
stick, but also showed a great deal of
in 1932 than in 1928.
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
All this led to the famine of 1932- subtlety in using the techniques of
P.O. Box 17 A, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07303
33 which killed at least 7 million propaganda on a fascinating set of
postal cards," he observed.
people in Ukraine.

Cabaret program attracts D.C. Ukrainians
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Los Angeles...
(Continued from page 3)
The Canadian government, which
is talking look at how to conduct its
own war criminals investigations,
has studied the OSI's work.
"The American approach is totally
inadequate," according to Andrew
Witer, chairman of a newly formed
parliamentary committee on human
rights. At a minumum, he said,
witnesses from the Soviet Union
should undergo interviews in a "nonprejudicial" setting, outside the gaze
of Soviet authorities.
The OSI, however, has disqualified these arguments, saying they are
unfounded.
"As a practical matter, it is difficult
to conceive of even the KGB — or
anyone else for that matter — fabricating document after document and
suborning perjury from witness after
witness in every one of OSI's cases,"
stated Neal M. Sher, the OSI's
current director.
The courts have been known to
rule in favor of the accused in some
cases because the OSI did not ensure
that witnesses had not been coerced
into making false accusations. One of
these cases involved a Lithuanian
flamed Juozas Kungys who was
accused of killing Jews during the
Nazi occupation.
In its appeal, the OSI accused U.S.
District Judge Dickinson R. Debevoise of political bias. The OSI said
in its appeal, "The USSR could not
be successful in fraud because it
would be inevitably doomed to
exposure."

^^МШ$Шоь

of witness

Critics, on the other hand, have
stated that the OSI does not see how
easily witnesses can be manipulated in
the Soviet Union. John Rodgers
Carroll, a Philadelphia lawyer who
represented Serge Kowalchuk, said:
"The Soviets have everything they
need — the motive, the experience,
the control — to create staged cases."
In discussing the role of the Soviet
witnesses, Mr. Carroll recalled his
observations on two occasionsjvhen
he was present"while witnesses^were

cross-examined. The Soviet witness "knows all he has to do is stick
to his story and he won't get into
trouble.
"He (a witness) knows I can't go
into his story, investigate the details.
He won't be prosecuted for perjury.
He knows that none of the normal
sanctions (against false or misleading
testimony) apply here," he said.
Between 1983 and 1985, four
district and federal coyrts have
rejected testimony by Soviet witnesses, claiming it was seemingly coerced
or untrustworthy, prejudiced by the
remarks of Soviet prosecutors. In
other cases, dissenting judges have
voiced grave concern that "unverifiable Soviet evidence jeopardizes a
defendant's constitutional right to
due process," reported Mr. Gillette.
Soviet emigres have stated that
many witnesses have been manipulated by the USSR. According to
Frederick Neznansky, a former Soviet prosecutor now living in the
United States:
"The way it's explained to a witness is often very lofty. The accused is
a criminal against the Communist
Party, against the state, and is probably a parasite and an enemy of the
people. So it is the civic duty of the
witness to testify in the appropriate
way...sometimes they (witnesses) are
threatened. Not in a serious way, but
people could be told they will be fired
(from their jobs) if their testimony is
not appropriate."
Some witnesses, according to a
former Latvian KGB officer, Imants
Lesinskis, were totally compliant.
"They had been in Soviet (labor)
camps for many years and they were
afraid to go back. So if you asked
them the right questions, they confirmed all."
Civil vs. criminal cases
Many U.S. defense lawyers say
their clients are disadvantaged because of a section in U.S. law that
requires them to be tried in civil and
not criminal courts, although the
consequences may be as severe as in
criminal proceedings.
In civil cases, standards of evidence are less harsh than in criminal
cases, and the accused does not
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UKRAINIAN HERITAGE DEFENSE COMMITTEE
and the

SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
call upon you to

DONATE FUNDS
for their work and actions:
1 . To promote the Ukrainian Story
2. To counter inaccuracies about Ukrainians
3. To protect the civil rights of Ukrainians
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qualify for a public defender, having
to pay for his own defense.
"Most (defendants)," wrote Mr.
Gillette, "are blue-collar pensioners
with modest savings, but defense
costs have run as high as several
hundred thousand dollars, which
private law firms must absorb on a
pro bono or charitable basis."
Due process questioned
While the legal battle may be
expensive, Mr. Gillette also reported
that if a defendant should lose, in
district court under federal civic
procedures, he must "find any exculpatory evidence and file an appeal
within one year, even though the only
conceivable source may be the Soviet
Union."
"Unfortunately, what most of
them do is turn to the neighborhood
lawyer who may be a drunk, incompetent or both, and he immediately
loses," according to one Baltimore
attorney. "Then, at five minutes to
midnight, before the appeal deadline,
they change lawyers. By then it is too
late."
Another factor in civil cases is that
the government is not required to
provide the defense with any material
that may be useful to it, as is required
in criminal proceedings.
And, according to defense lawyers,
the emotional atmosphere which still
surrounds the Holocaust pervades
the cases, no matter how strong or
weak the link between a defendant
and alleged atrocities, noted Mr.
Gillette.
"We are, in a way, the victims of
hydraulic pressures, of a wave of
public sentiment that causes us to
lose sight of certain realities," Attorney Carroll said.
"We tend to overlook this (difficulty of verifying Soviet evidence)
because we see that a terrible crime
has been committed — the Holocaust — and we perceive that the
OSI is finding the guilty and punishingthem.
"The typical judge is just as impressed as anyone by the implications of this (Soviet testimony). But it
occurs to me that our judicial procedures are not made for this kind of
case," he told the Los Angeles Times.
Investigations of 600 persons have
been dropped because of lack of
evidence or because of the deaths of
witnesses or suspects themselves.
Three hundred cases are currently
under investigation and 35 are in the
courts, according to Mr. Sher, OSI's
director. The agency admits that,
along with documents supplied by the
Soviets, witnesses have played a
"crucial" role.
In its seven years in operation, the
OSI has succeeded in having the
citizenship of 19 emigres from the
Baltic states and Ukraine revoked.
Fourteen of these have been ordered
deported, nine of which have actually
left the United States, according to
Mr. Gillette.
ADL report
"In a report published in June
І985," wrote Mr. Gillette, "the AntiDefamation League dismissed the
critics' fears of fraudulent Soviet
evidence as no more than a 'smokescreen' designed to conceal their real
purpose, which it said is 4o hamper
and frustrate the OSI — and eventually to kill it.' "
The OSI has continued to defend
itself against its critics. In the words
of Mr. Sher:

"There is today a concerted and
extremely vigorous campaign by
segments of the Eastern European
emigre community questioning the
appropriateness of our methods...
Their claim in a nutshell: OSI and the
Justice Department have become
dupes of the KGB.
"The charge of knowing use of
false evidence is the most serious
allegation that can be leveled against
a prosecutor. It accuses him of abuse
of office and a perversion of the
entire system of justice.
"These accusations are simply
untrue. Our evidence is in fact legitimate and... the charges against us are
not valid."
Charges of manipulation
But according to government
sources, manipulated evidence
emerged in July 1983 when OSI
attorneys took depositions from five
witnesses in Cherkassy, Ukraine. The
sources said that the OSI's attorney's
were happy with the "high quality of
the Soviet witnesses, whose recall of
events seemed remarkably clear
despite the passage of 40 years." The
defense attorney who was present,
Mr. Carroll of Philadelphia, however, said the testimonies were some
of the least convincing he had heard.
He said of one of the witnesses:
"He was as absurd a witness as I have
ever heard testify. He was so bad, and
the KGB guy sitting next to him was
so embarrassed by his oratory — he
sounded like someone at a Soviet
trade union congress — that he told
the guy to pipe down and just answer
the questions."
And, only one of the witnesses was
asked to identify his client. The
lawyer left the city, partly because of
the "unbearably oppressive atmosphere."
"The Soviets kept referring to me
as the 'private advocate of the Nazi
murderer.' Defense attorneys are not
made to feel welcome," he said.
The day after Mr. Carroll left, a
Soviet aide, who was involved in the
hearing, in an apparent act of
conscience, told the American diplomat who was working as a liaison
between the OSI and the Soviets,
that the USSR was duping the OSI.
According to the aide, some Soviet
witnesses had been in town for a week,
being coached and rehearsing their
testimony before appearing before
U.S. prosecutors, apparently to
make their testimonies more credible.
The U.S. Embassy in Moscow
notified the Justice Department and
a few days later the American was
flown to Finland where officials of
the OSI debriefed him. Mr. Sher was
among those people in Finland.
Later, discounting the statement, he
said:
"There is no indication that the
Soviets have said (to witnesses) 'You
have to say this or you have to say
that.' " If the KGB spoon-fed witnesses, it would "show up in the
cross-examination...Our system provides the means to detect it."
Eventually, that case was settled
out of court. The courts and defense
attorney were surprised that the OSI
did settle out of court and said the
agency gave no explanation.
"I keep close track of these things,
but this was one of only two cases I
had ever heard of in which they
agreed to settle," said Mr. Carroll.
"They said they did it out of consideration for they guy's health, but
that's patently false. They never do
anything for anyone's health."
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Kinsolving...
(Continued from page 3)
Meanwhile, the influx of letters from
angry Ukrainian Americans and even
non-Ukrainians continued, as nearly
two dozen individuals penned letters
criticizing the Times and demanding
action of both Mr. Sulzberger and the
Pulitzer Prize Board, according to Mr
Kinsolving, who has received copies ot
many of these letters.
.
Will Thomson, a professor of classics
at Notre Dame University, wrote to Mr.
Sulzberger on May 16 requesting a
frank and full publication in the Times
of details and circumstances of what he
called the "Great Hunger" in order to
finally "vindicate the decades ot
struggle" for the truth by its victims
to said a full disclosure would also
serve the interests of the Times, which is
suffering from "a widespread erosion of
confidence in your papers long-term

Sulzberger and the Pulitzer Prize Board
at Columbia University requesting a full
investigation "into this irresponsible
cover-up."
. , .
,
Mr. Litynsky, the principal writer ot
the final volume of the New York State
Education Department series titled
"Teaching about the Holocaust and
Genocide," charged that "Mr. Duranty
received the Pulitzer Prize under false
Pr

Mr nS Litynsky received a reply from
Pulitzer Prize Board administrator
Robert C. Christopher that said his
request would be brought to the attention of the Pulitzer Prize Board members at their next meeting, although he
gave no specific date.
In his response to the letters of both
Mr Thomas and Mr. Litynsky Mr.
Sulzberger enclosed a copy of his letter
to Mr. Kinsolving and offered no
further answers.

'"vSlter Litynsky of Americans For
Human Rights in Ukraine wrote to Mr.

The Ukrainian Catacomb Catholic
Church Under Pope John Paul 11;
Byzantine Roots of Ukrainian
(Continued from page 7)
standing this period and subsequent Christianity; Christianization of Kievan
Rus'- Letter of His Holiness Pope John
growth of Ukrainian religious lite.
Copies of this booklet and other Paul H of Josyf Cardinal Slipyj) are
series' titles (From Kievan Rns to available from the: Ukrainian^tudies
Modern Ukraine: Formation of the Fund, 1583 Mass Avenue, Cambrdge
Ukrainian Nation; Ukrainian Churches MA 02138 for $3 each. Volume
Under
Rule: Two Case Studies; discounts
jfif.. ^Soviet
‚ U . irni;
ошяииш. are
^ available.
.

Millennium...

Brig. Gen. Krawciw...
(Continued from page 9)
City officials said the selections
were made through the Mayor s
Advisory Committee which asked
for recommendations from major
ethnic organizations and from foreign
consulates and embassies. To be
chosen, the recipient had to be born
abroad and be an American citizen
or in the process of becoming onfcand
have made a major contribution to
New York and the United States.
The selection of 87 people comes in
the aftermath of a controversy last
March when the Statue of LibertyEllis Island Foundation selectedIIі
prominent Americans for the medal
The move created much controversy
because critics said the nominees did
not encompass such major ethnic
groups as the Irish, Italians and
PO

Brig. Gen. Krawciw was born in
Lviv, Ukraine, on November 28,
1935 He was commissioned a second
lieutenant and awarded a bachelor of
science degree in military science
om the United States Mil tary
Academy in 1959. He also holds a
master's degree in international
relations from George Washington
^ T h ^ h e . d a wide variety of
important command posts both m
the United States and abroad. His
Awards and decorations include the
Silver Star, the Legion of Merit and
the Purple Heart.
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Tatyana I. Yankelevich, Ms. Bonner s
daughter by a previous marriage. "But
(Continued from page 2)
she has been unable to come to Moscow
to pick up her things at customs, and I
paid in and kept in the United States,"
said Yefrem V. Yankelevich, Ms. Bon- can only conclude she was prevented
from making the trip."
j
ner's son-in-law.
Ms Bonner's memoir concludes with
Ms Bonner describes the harassment
pages written during her final days in
and vandalism of the couple's possessions in Gorky, what it is like to be cut the United States.
off from friends and "describes what the
"I had not noticed how my manuscript was growing thicker and my pile
author says is the cruel and deceitful
of blank paper growing thinner," she
medical care she and her husband
wrote "But I have not said everything 1
receive. She also writes also about how
wanted to say. That is still to come their activities are secretly filmed by the
today or tomorrow, but in any case,
KGB," according to The New York
very soon. I cannot put it off for long,
V s . Bonner returned to the Soviet
because everything I want to say I must
Union June 2, saying she had not the
say before June 2."
slightest desire to go back except that
she wanted to be with her husband.
"We have had a telegram that she has
arrived in Gorky, and we believe she is
reunited with Dr. Sakharov, said

Banner...
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At Soyuzivka

Fourth of July weekend

_

_

_

_

F

June 29
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.: The Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard
University will sponsor a lecture by
Victor Malarek, a senior reporter for
Canada's Globe 8c Mail, on "The
Press and the Ukrainian Community:
A Journalist's Perspective,"at 4 p.m.
in Ticknor Lounge, Boylston Hall, as
part of the Ukrainian Summer Institute lecture series. Mr. Malarek is
also the author of the critically
acclaimed autobiography, "Hey,
Malarek! A Boy's Journey through
the Child Welfare System." Admission is free and the public is invited.
For information call (617) 495-4053.
July 4-6

Singers Ed Edvanko and Lidia Hawryluk will perform at Soyuzivka on
July 5 as part of the Fourth of July weekend entertainment. On July 4,
the Soyuzivka Ensemble will perform. The Tempo orchestra will
entertain the weekend crowd during the evening dances.

Folk music course location changed
NEW YORK — The Society of
-Ukrainian Baniurists has announced
that the location of its folk music and
folklore courses has been changed from
Stamford, Conn., to New York City.
The courses will be held June 29-July
13 at the Ukrainian Liberation Front
building, 136 Second Ave.

The evening portion of the course,
featuring a lecture series on folk music
topics at 7-8 p.m. and the group singing
of folk songs at 8-10 p.m., are open to
the public.
For information call the SUB at
(212) 677-1940 or the New York School
of Bandura at (718) 658-7449.

Ukraine During World War II
History and its Aftermath

I NEW HAVEN, Conn.: The ConnecI ticut Council of the League of Ukrai! nian Catholics is sponsoring its 1986
I Sports Rally this weekend at the New
I Haven Inn off Exit 59 of Route 15,
I known as the Wilbur Cross Parkway.
I Activities such as golf, bowling and
I swimming, as well as a visit to the
I Yale Museum will be featured. A
I dance to the music of a polka band
I will be featured on Saturday night.
I For tickets write to Olga Krohley at
142 Lockwood Ave., Stamford,
Conn. 06902.
І July 8

I d і ted by Yury Boshyk
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.: A lecture by
! Jars Balan, free-lance writer, poet
and the translator of "Ukrainians in
Canada," will be held as part of the
Harvard Ukrainian Summer Instilecture series at 7:30 p.m. in

Examines Soviet and Nazi occupations of Ukraine;
relations between Ukrainians and Jews; and North
Americian perspectives on bringing war criminals to
justice.
291 pages

paper
cloth

$ 9.95
$19.95

ISBN 920862365
920862373
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Ticknor Lounge in Boylston Hail.
Admission is free. For information
call (617) 495-4053.
ONGOING
BROOKLYN, N.Y.: An exhibit of
woodcuts by the late Jacques Hnizdovsky will continue through July 6
in the Members' Room of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden's administration
building, 1000 Washington Ave. The
exhibit will be open for viewing on
Saturdays and Sundays from 11 a.m.
- 4 p.m. and on weekdays by appointment. For more information call
(718)622-4433.
PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing
of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided
free of charge by The Weekly to the
Ukrainian community. To have an
event listed in this column, please
send information (type of event,
date, time, place, admission, sponsor, etc.), along with the phone
number of a person who may be
reached during daytime hours for
additional information to: PREVIEW OF EVENTS, Hie Ukrainian
Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302.

^
V
,
-.

P

PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
must be received one week before
desired date of publication. No
information will be taken over the
phone. Preview items will be
published only once (please note
desired date of publication). All
items are published at the discreation
of the editorial staff and in accordance with available space.

Order from:
University of Toronto Press,
5201 Dufferin Street,
Downsview, Ontario,
Canada МЗН 5T8
Published by Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies
University of Alberta

NOTICE
THE SVOBODA PRESS ADMINISTRATION
hereby informs all organizations and individuals that the administration
will not accept any advertisements

if previous bills are not paid.
Individuals letters concerning unpaid hills will not be sent.
All bills must be paid within 15 days after the publication of an advertisement

П Pfease send ...... copy (copies) of Soviet Evidence in North American Courts to
whomever the Ukrainian-American Justice Committee feeis should be receivingZumbakis' book.
Enclosed is $

for (number of)

copy (copies). (UAJC will send you notification of

whom the book was sent to).

й Табір для с т а р ш о г о пластунства і юнацтва відв А д і р о н д а к с ( к о л о Mt. Ма'ѓсу — Heartlake Region)
ипня д о 3-го серпня 1986 р о к у під п р о в о д о м куреня
УСП ХМЕЛзНИЧЕНКИ.

' My address is:

Оплата $100+$50 (завдаток) — ю н а к и і ю н а ч к и у р о д ж е н і перед 1. січня'1972 р.
По дальші інформації п р о с и м о негайно звертати(

Michael Hrycak, (201) 276-4665
19 R o s e i l e A v e n u e , C r a n f o r d , N . J . 0 7 0 1 6

Sena this form wit!.
jjj

I

UAJC еЉ В. Hodczak, 212f

-ment to:
rv .4, Chicago, III. 60622
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